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Dear Fellow Watch Connoisseurs:
Welcome to Issue 6!
In this issue, we at Blancpain are delighted to introduce
our new L-evolution Collection. The L-evolution series
brings a fresh new aesthetic alternative under our
roof. Watch aficionados now have a broader range of
Blancpain choices ranging from our very classic Villeret
designs; rugged activity watches in the Sport Collection; timeless complications in Le Brassus; and now
bold modernity with L-evolution. While the aesthetic range has been expanded with the new
collection, one thing remains constant: our dedication to designing ground-breaking new
in-house movements. At the time of this year’s Basel fair, Blancpain could count seven totally
new in-house exclusive calibres that have debuted in just two and a half years, with four
new movements alone this year! That is a pace of innovation that leads the industry and is
one we intend to maintain.

I hope you enjoy reading Issue 6!

Marc A. Hayek
President and CEO Blancpain
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A classic reimagined. L-evolution Phase de Lune 8
Jours , the first complete calendar moon phase
timepiece in history boasting an eight-day power
reserve.
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Unbridled
From

Convention
By Jeffrey S. Kingston

TO STAND ALONGSIDE THE CLASSIC VILLERET AND
LE BRASSUS COLLECTIONS AND THE SPORT FIFTY
FATHOMS COLLECTION, BLANCPAIN INTRODUCES
THE NEW L-EVOLUTION COLLECTION. L-EVOLUTION
DEBUTS WITH FOUR BOLD CONTEMPORARY MODELS.

I

s there any more misused expression in

It is not too much of a stretch to apply

the lingua franca than “conventional

Mark Twain’s short essay on free speech.

wisdom”? With even a modicum of

With only a slight bit of exaggeration,

effort to pries its words apart (how hard

Twain postulated that only the dead truly

can that be?; there are only two after

have an unfettered right to say whatever

all), it can be seen as internally contradic-

they want. Who, after all, is prepared to

tory. There is essentially no “wisdom” in

attack someone for an expressed opinion

being “conventional.” Boring, yes. Unin-

where that person most decidedly is not

spired, always. Unimaginative, of course.

in a position to defend himself? So Twain

Uninventive, naturally. Maybe the word

held that “there is not one individual

“repressed” is better associated with

who is not the possessor of dear and

the “conventional” than any notion of

cherished unpopular convictions that

“wisdom.” Yet, somehow the notion of

common wisdom forbids him to utter.”

“conventional wisdom” has clawed and

Certainly the same is true for any idea

scratched its way not only to acceptance

that runs contrary to “conventional wis-

but, worse, often to that lofty perch of

dom”; it dare not be spoken, much less

social incontestability.

acted upon for fear of being summarily
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slapped down. Think of conventional

with complete calendar moon phase (the

Before we explore the features and

wisdom as a form of tyranny suppressing

first complete calendar moon phase

particulars of each of these separate

invention.

movement to achieve eight-days power

models, let’s take a tour of the designs,

When Blancpain’s CEO Marc A. Hayek

reserve) and an automatic tourbillon

and there is no better place to start than

convened Blancpain’s designers to kick

GMT (and to understand fully the ambi-

with the case. Since the early 1980s every

off the conception of a brand new collec-

tious parade of new in-house movements

single Blancpain men’s watch, with only

tion, of course, there was readily at hand

coming from Blancpain’s designers, there

the rarest of exceptions, has been fitted

a conventional wisdom solution. There

is, as well, a new eight-day power reserve

into a case with a rounded double pom-

was a well-established signature “double

automatic GMT movement, which de-

me design (and reward yourself for your

pomme” Blancpain case design common

buted at Basel alongside the new L-evo-

encyclopedic knowledge of Blancpain

to all the men’s collections except the

lution calibers. This brings the number of

lore if you remember the two departures

Sport Collection; a variety of hands

entirely new in-house movements in the

from the norm – the Trilogy series and

including the distinctive open worked

past two and a half years to a staggering

the Fifty Fathoms and its related Sport

sport hands and others with more tradi-

total of seven). It takes little imagination

Collection). The L-evolution signals the

tional shapes; classically understated dial

to picture the conspiratorial glee of a

opening of new Blancpain design fron-

designs with a selection of fonts, both

room full of watch designers from each

tiers with its subtly angled, double-step

Roman and Arabic, and indexes; an iconic

of the disciplines necessary to bring such

bezel. Of course, the rounded double

metal bracelet, the 71; and pre-existing

a new watch to reality when Marc A.

pomme remains a mainstay for the other

base movements, including a legendary

Hayek cut them loose from conventional

Blancpain collections; so think of the new

moon phase calendar plate. Conventional

wisdom and set them free to innovate.

angled motif as a sign that tradition can

wisdom: simply slide the tray along the

The product of this unleashed inven-

exist side by side with new expressive

smorgasbord of these existing component

tion is the new Blancpain L-evolution

designs, perhaps tweak here and there,

Collection. This entirely new Blancpain

But there is much more to the new

then take the rest of the afternoon off.

freedoms.

series debuts with four model variations:

L-evolution case than the newly sculpted

What if, however, the tyranny of con-

the L-evolution Automatique 8 Jours; the

bezel. Its construction is radically dif-

ventional wisdom were to be bulldozed

L-evolution Réveil GMT; the L-evolution

ferent from the cases in the other col-

aside and every single one of those ele-

Phase de Lune 8 Jours; and the L-evolu-

lections. Visually, the first thing that

ments put into play for the creation of

tion Tourbillon GMT 8 Jours.

Blancpain aficionados will notice is that

something entirely new? Go beyond the

the lugs, instead of offering a completely

double pomme case, not only with a new

flat surface look to the flanks of the

shape but with a new construction. Cre-

watch, have been sculpted, not only

ate a new look for the hands. Develop a
bold contemporary style for the dials
with an entirely new, layered construction; pen expressive fonts, new not only
in size but in style. Undertake a white
sheet of paper design for the bracelet

NOT ONLY DOES THE NEW
L-EVOLUTION COLLECTION
INTRODUCE NEW CASE, DIAL,
AND HAND DESIGNS, IT IS THE
PLATFORM FOR NO LESS THAN
THREE NEW MOVEMENTS.

giving an added visual depth, but a contrast in finishes with a microbillé recessed
surface juxtaposed against the polished
raised portion. But there is much more
than decoration that has been brought
to the conception of the lugs. Unlike all

and in the process, invent a new attach-

preceding Blancpain models where the

ment system to the case. And to top it

lugs are an integral part of the body of the

off, engineer three brand new eight-day

case, for the first time in the L-evolution,

power reserve movements: automatic

the lugs are an element of a separate,

winding with date; automatic winding

completely removable component. When

06 | 07

L-evolution Tourbillon GMT 8 Jours, boasting not
only two time zone displays but, as well, an eight-day
power reserve for its new automatic-winding
tourbillon movement.
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the back ring of the case is detached, the

fectly ideal if the strap is to be removed

L-evolution models will be fitted with

lug assembly can be unscrewed from

and a metal bracelet substituted. And the

straps, the new integrated formmetal

the body of the case and a different lug

reverse is true. Lug forms and bracelet at-

bracelet will follow in a matter of weeks.

assembly attached.

tachment points that permit the metal

There is a new design that has been

Relatively assured that you have not

bracelet to flow perfectly into the body

brought to the strap models, apart from

heretofore hacked at your watch cases

of the case cannot be made to work with

the removable lugs, and that is the

with your destructive implement of

strap attachment systems. So a balance

deployant buckle. The new deployant

choice seeking to change lugs, “why”

has always been struck. However, with re-

offers two vital security features. First, it

you ask yourself, “would I want remov-

movable lugs a switch from strap to brace-

is attached to the strap by passing a small

able, substitutable lugs?” The answer is

let can be made perfectly, with lugs that

screw through one of the normal holes

the bracelet.

match the use. The true genius of this

of the strap. This virtually guarantees

Until now, industry-wide, there has

idea is seen most easily when the L-evolu-

that the strap and buckle will never sepa-

been a degree of compromise in the

tion models are fitted with the metal

rate from one another. Second, the buck-

design of watches that offer both strap

bracelet. The bracelet, rather than ap-

le itself has an integrated safety closure.

and metal bracelet options. Lug shapes

pearing as a substitute for a strap, instead,

Next stop on our tour are the L-evolu-

and the attachment points perfectly suit-

becomes a seamless extension of the case.

tion dials. These, too, open new frontiers,

ed to accommodate a strap are not per-

Although all of the first releases of the

both visually and in their construction.

Side view of L-evolution Réveil GMT.
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A computer-generated diagram showing the manner
of attachment of the lugs to the L-evolution case.

For the first time, Blancpain introduces
dials that are constructed in multiple layers, giving unparalleled depth in their
appearance. Consider the example of the
Phase de Lune 8 Jours dial. At the lowest
level is the disk of the power-reserve indicator. Slightly above it are the disks for
the day of the week, month, and moon
phase. Next up, the center section with a
côte de gèneve (Geneva stripe) finish done
in the style of a movement plate. Because
this center section has been constructed as
a separate layer, different finishes can be
applied to its elements. For example, in
the L-evolution Phase de Lune 8 Jours , the
côte de gèneve stripes in the middle of
the dial are wider than the stripes found

BY MAKING THE LUGS A SEPARATE COMPONENT FROM THE
REST OF THE CASE, BLANCPAIN
IS ABLE TO OFFER ONE SET OF
LUGS ADAPTED TO METAL
BRACELETS AND A DIFFERENT
SET FOR STRAPS. PERFECT FIT
FOR BOTH STRAP AND BRACELET
IS ENSURED.
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in the moon phase sub-dial. Next up is a

lution Phase de Lune 8 Jours and the “3”

ring bearing index markers. Finally, on the

and “9” Arabic numerals of the other

top layer there is another outer ring with

models, some elements comprising the

the date indications. Then, in addition,

numeral cross above others, creating a

the large Roman numeral markings, III

visual “pop” to the indication. The term

and IX, sit as their own layer, supported

describing the L-evolution hands is “conic

from the center côte de gèneve layer.

sport,” which well describes their exuber-

These combine to produce six different

ance.

levels for the dial and its indications and
the possibilities to employ different finishes on these distinctive elements.

Let’s now turn to the specifics of the
four new L-evolution models.
The L-evolution Automatique 8 Jours

As long as we are in the neighborhood

debuts with a brand new in-house cali-

of the dial, it is well to examine the fresh

ber, the 13R5. If you have been keeping

expressions found in the numerals and

track closely, you will note that this is the

hands. Echoing the multilayered style of

seventh new in-house movement that

the dial itself, the numerals themselves

Blancpain has unveiled in two and a half

achieve visual depth through layers. In the

years. It requires little sleuthing or micro-

case of the Roman numeral “IX” on L-evo-

mechanical expertise to deduce that the

L-evolution Automatique
8 Jours offering a new
eight-day automaticwinding movement,
the caliber 13R5.
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13R5,

which

makes its entrance onto the
market in the Levolution Automatique 8 Jours , is, in
fact,

an

automatic-

winding caliber. Its remaining

technical

features

are less obvious from its name or
the timepiece within which it is found
and therefore do merit explanation. This

bridges and winding rotor, and meticu-

automatic-winding caliber boasts a pow-

lous polishing of the wheels and pinions.

er reserve of eight full days thanks to its

The fittings for the extra large jewels are

combination of three mainspring barrels

painstakingly beveled.

(the innermost barrel is equipped with a

The caliber 13R5 movement fitted with three
main spring barrels, titanium free sprung
balance, gold regulation screws, and offering
an eight-day power reserve. The 13R5 introduces
“côte paraboliques,“ a new style of hand-applied
decoration.

Two complications are featured in the

fixed spring and the outer two barrels

L-evolution Automatique 8 Jours

– a

with slip springs) and titanium balance

date indication at 6 o’clock and power

wheel. Insuring precise regulation and

reserve reading through a window at 12.

extra resistance to shocks that might risk

The L-evolution Automatique 8 Jours

upsetting the regulation, the spiral of

will be offered in stainless steel and rose

the titanium balance wheel employs a

gold versions.

free sprung design and the balance itself

Next in the L-evolution lineup is the

is fitted with four gold regulation screws.

Réveil GMT. The movement of the

Both the watchmaker who constructs the

L-evolution Réveil GMT is the time-tested

watch and regulates it for the first time,

caliber 1241, which has been used in the

and any subsequent watchmakers servic-

Leman Réveil models. All of the features

ing the watch, can precisely set the tim-

that made the Leman Réveil the ultimate

ing by turning the gold regulation screws

travel watch are carried forward into the

by a pre-set amount; one full turn of the

L-evolution version: two time zones (with

screws changes the timing by 30 seconds

24-hour home time shown on the exte-

a day. This should be contrasted with

rior dial ring); local time rapidly adjusta-

most watches on the market, where the

ble in one-hour increments, forward and

timing depends upon pushing a so-called

backward, via the crown; a date indica-

“racket” back and forth and, by trial and

tion that adjusts forward and backward

error, finding an acceptable timing for

through midnight as local time is adjust-

the watch. As befits such an advanced

ed; and, of course, an alarm, which

caliber, the 13R5 is elaborately hand-fin-

sounds via a metal ring mounted on the

ished with carefully applied anglage

exterior circumference of the movement

(beveling) on the edges of the bridges

and which shows the power reserve for

and plates, a parabolic curved form of

its barrel to ensure that the alarm is suf-

côte de gèneve on the flat surfaces of the

ficiently wound for it to ring. With auto-

ALL THREE OF THE NEW MOVEMENTS UNVEILED WITH THE
COLLECTION ACHIEVE AN
EIGHT-DAY POWER RESERVE.
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matic winding of both the timekeeping

endar plate, offering date, day of the

The new design allows the user to set any

train of the movement and the alarm

week, month, and moon phase indica-

of the calendar or moon phase indications

train, the Réveil GMT offers everything

tions. What sets this calendar plate apart

at any time during the 24-hour day with-

the most sophisticated travelers across

from those that Blancpain has used over

out risk of damage to the movement. No

time zones could demand.

the past nearly 30 years is its adjustability.

more searching for that owner’s manual

Essentially all calendar plates used in the

when the watch, having been allowed to

industry forbid changing or adjusting the

run down, needs to be reset. This, too,

The Réveil GMT will be offered in both
rose gold and stainless steel.
The moon phase complication has been

indications at certain times of the day.

breaks new ground for the industry – the

a Blancpain signature since the early

This is a mechanical restriction that the

world’s first complete calendar moon

1980s and a mainstay of its collections.

watch designers impose because gears

phase watch which allows setting of the

The L-evolution Phase de Lune 8 Jours

and cams become engaged when one or

indications at any time.

carries this tradition forward into the

more of the indications are in the course

The L-evolution Phase de Lune 8 Jours

new series. Although Blancpain’s herit-

of changing to the next day. Because

debuts in rose gold and stainless steel

age has been respected with the new

these components are fragile, a manual

models.

model, that doesn’t mean that the de-

adjustment via a corrector risks breaking

At the top of the L-evolution pyramid is

signers’ hands were tied with respect to

them. The owner’s manual that accom-

the Tourbillon GMT 8 Jours. This marks the

the movement. Quite the contrary; the L-

panies the watch always explains the

first time that Blancpain has paired its

evolution Phase de Lune 8 Jours features

flying tourbillon with the GMT complica-

top to bottom an entirely new caliber, the

tion. Blancpain’s tourbillon designs have

66R9, that distinguishes it from its moon

always offered an extraordinarily long

phase forbearers. The “engine” for the

power reserve, and the L-evolution model

Phase de Lune is similar to the new 13R5
automatic-winding base caliber but specially adapted for the moon phase calendar complications. In common with the
13R5 though are three mainspring bar-

THE FOUR NEW L-EVOLUTION
MODELS ARE THE AUTOMATIque
8 Jours, RÉVEIL GMT,
PHASE de lune 8 Jours, AND
TOURBILLON GMT 8 Jours.

is no exception, achieving eight full days
of autonomy. In addition to the second
time zone indication, the Tourbillon GMT
8 Jours also features a date complication
shown at 9 o’clock. The date display is in-

rels, titanium balance, and an eight-day

spired by that of last year’s Carrousel,

power reserve. Thus, L-evolution becomes

where the 31 days are shown on two

the first moon phase timepiece in

rings laid out on a semi-circle. The date

Blancpain’s history to offer such long-run-

“safe” times of the day when the correc-

hand is two-sided, with one arm longer

ning autonomy and the first Blancpain

tors can be used (and, correspondingly,

than the other so that the date may be

moon phase watch to offer a power re-

the times when they cannot be). In the

read from whichever side of the hand is

serve indication on the dial. Indeed, the

case of Blancpain’s previous complete

posed above one of the rings. Two other

L-evolution Phase de Lune 8 Jours is the

calendar moon phase plate, there were

complications are visible on the dial: GMT

first automatic wristwatch in the history

two different “forbidden time zones”

home time, read with a 24-hour hand

of the entire industry to offer complete

during which use of the correctors risked

on a ring outside the indexes, and power

calendar and moon phase complications

damaging the movement, for the moon

reserve placed at six o’clock.

with an eight-day power reserve.

phase between 9 am and 11 am and for

As it is the most complicated piece in

the other calendar indications between

the new L-evolution series, the Tourbillon

9 pm and midnight.

GMT 8 Jours debuts only with precious

But the movement innovation did not
stop with the base caliber. The 66R9
caliber of L-evolution Phase de Lune 8

This correction restriction has been

Jours also boasts a completely new cal-

completely removed in the L-evolution.

metals, being offered in rose gold and
white gold. 

n
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The L-evolution Réveil GMT – two time zones, date,
and alarm sonnerie.
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When Young
Becomes Old
TEXT AND PHOTOS By Jeffrey S. Kingston
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�

Pierre-yVes colin is A rising stAr in White BUrgUndy. he hAs AcQUired his rePUtAtion
As An iconoclAst, reJecting comPletely mAny of the modern “imProVements” BroUght
to WinemAKing, Preferring insteAd methods from decAdes Ago.
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Late March in the vineyards. In the foreground,
Chassagne Montrachet Les Chenevottes; on the
hill, St Aubin En Remilly.
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�

it is not the elders Who cling to the PAst, BUt yoUng
Pierre-yVes, Who hAs seiZed UPon trAdition to gUide
his WinemAKing.

A

fter sitting for more than an hour

bound in their obsessive, meticulous, pains-

chatting in Pierre-Yves Colin’s kitchen

taking devotion to traditional methods.

overlooking the vineyards of Chassagne

although he is one of the youngest vint-

Montrachet, deeply probing his philosophy

ners in Burgundy, Pierre-Yves is an iconoclast

of winemaking, an unmistakable link be-

rejecting completely many of the expedients

tween Blancpain and him sprang into my

and “improvements” that modern techno-

mind. no, i had no vision of a Blancpain at-

logy has brought to winemaking. What he

elier rising up in the Côte de Beaune coun-

has embraced instead are methods practiced

tryside; nor did i fantasise the tilling of vine-

a hundred years ago. Completing the irony,

yards on the ski slope that beckons just

even though both he and his wife come from

outside Blancpain’s Le Brassus workshops.

white burgundy winemaking families, it is

So if a completely improbable joint venture

not the elders who cling to the past, but

or crossing of métiers was not the connec-

Pierre-Yves who has seized upon tradition to

tion, just how had i mentally joined his wine-

guide his winemaking. don’t, however, jump

making to Blancpain’s watchmaking? it

to the conclusion that this is the sign of a

was the sensing of a brotherhood between

hopeless romantic fleeing from the pressures

the Blancpain watch makers that i have come

of modern life. there is more at work here in

to know and Pierre-Yves. despite practic-

his devotion to old practices than fuzzy-

ing utterly different crafts, both he and

headed fantasies about mules, ploughs, and

Blancpain’s watchmakers are fraternally

earth mothers. if you are devoted to fine
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At right, in his cellar in chassagne, Pierre-yves colin.
the glass tube, or pipette, is used for extracting
tasting samples from the barrels.

white burgundy and have been pulling the

and to what do we owe this perilous state

corks from your cellar’s inventory of vintages

of affairs that now hangs over the reputation

from the 90’s (firmly establishing your mem-

of many of the world’s most prestigious white

bership in the otB society – “open that

wines? For Pierre-Yves it boils down to two

Bottle”), then you have almost certainly

things, which are to a degree connected to

stumbled upon the dirty little secret, in fact,

each other: some growers, in an effort to

truly a secret no more, that something went

please critics have given into temptation; they

badly wrong for many white burgundy

have abandoned what hundreds of years of

estates during the latter half of that decade.

tradition have taught, to produce, instead,

Wines that should easily have been capable

flashy, heavy, butter bomb, monster wines

of ageing for 10-20 years, or in the case of

designed to strut their stuff in group tastings

grand crus, well more than that, were, in

of young wines. these muscled-up-on-

many cases after a year or two, simply fall-

steroids liquids conceived to “win” tastings,

ing apart, dissembling, crumbling into oxi-

dazzle critics, and garner 100’s of points in

dised, noxious, undrinkable, nasty liquids.

the magazines and newsletters, once placed

that would be a disappointment if we were

in the storage bins of their unlucky owners,

talking about supermarket-style vin ordi-

quietly and quickly go to seed.

naire sold in a box, but for wines costing

Pierre-Yves is resolute in his opposition to

$50-300 a bottle, this becomes a full-blown

the practices that, either because they hold

catastrophe.

the promise of tasting victories or because

18 | 19
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truly heady country. in the foreground, chassagne
montrachet les chenevottes; the background, the
most celebrated white burgundy vineyard of all,
le montrachet. st Aubin, en remilly, out of the
photo to the left.

they just make winemaking easier, seem to

ers, for april is a key time for the tending of

have seduced others in the Côte de Beaune

the soil in the vineyards and a time for deal-

to produce these tragically deceptive wines.

ing with the early crop of weeds. all around

He has instead embraced the painstaking,

us, vignerons were applying herbicide to their

labourious, and ultimately far more costly

vines. this is in faithful compliance with the

techniques that defined top winemaking

dictates of viticulture scientists who eagerly

decades ago.

promote the use of herbicide to control weed

at almost every stage of the process – from

growth. Certainly there is an economy of

the tending of the wines to vinification, bot-

motion that comes from this advice; the

tling, and even the sealing of the bottles after

vineyards are ploughed but once a season,

corking – Pierre-Yves sets himself apart from

herbicide applied once, and, thereafter, for

the modernists. our visit took place in early

the rest of the growing season, the vigneron

april, and that timing served to illustrate one

can content himself with picture-postcard

way in which his practices depart from oth-

weed-free rows.
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TASTING NOTES
� 2007 st AUBin en remilly.

� 2007 meUrsAUlt Perrieres.

� 2008 st AUBin chAteniere

Wonderful citrus flavours and nose backed

terrific precision in its flavours. More struc-

(from barrel). Wonderful weight and depth.

by warm butter oak, followed by a fresh

ture here. Butter and acid perfectly laced

Lots of oak character balanced with fresh fruit.

fruit finish. remarkable concentration and

and focussed. outstanding long finish.

an excellent example of great St aubin.

weight. this wine bests most villages level

2007 BienVenUes BAtArd

� 2008 chAssAgne cAillerets

� 2007 PUligny chAmPs gAins.

montrAchet (not yet bottled). extraor-

�

(from barrel). a lovely Chassagne. Lime zest

dinary complexity with minerals, citrus, and

in the nose, balanced with oak. the focus is

Floral nose, a bit restrained at this point.

flowers. great depth and a finish that per-

outstanding.

excellent weight. Champs gains is located up

sists forever. a very special wine.

Chassagnes or Pulignys.

on the hill of Puligny and that comes through

� 2008 cheVAlier montrAchet

with the mineral notes. this is a restrained

� 2007 cheVAlier montrA-

(from barrel). exceptional. Minerals, depth,

wine with great finesse. Medium length at

chet (not yet bottled). even more com-

and freshness all together. the length is

this point.

plexity. the wine comes at you in waves –

simply astonishing.

�

� 2007 chAssAgne cAillerets.

honey, citrus, stones, flowers. it’s all here.

Made with 70-year-old vines. Much richer

that many times favours Chevalier over

than the Puligny. already displaying a nice

Le Montrachet.

endless finish. this wine shows all the breed

rounded character with butter, nuts, honey,
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An August panorama of chassagne. in the foreground, les chenevottes; in the background
on the slope, les Vergers; en remilly is on the
hill at the right.

there is no herbicide to be found in Pierre-

Pierre-Yves’ reason for multiple ploughing

Yves growing plan. instead, he insists on

rather than herbicide. By ploughing his vine-

ploughing his vineyards multiple times

yards many times throughout the growing

throughout the year to control weeds. admi-

season, Pierre-Yves repeatedly severs the new

rable dedication to hard labour for sure, but

roots near the surface of the soil, which the

the connection between the use of herbicide

vines spontaneously keep trying to produce if

and the quality of the resulting wine was not

left unmolested. this forces the vine to find

immediately or intuitively obvious. What you

both moisture and nutrients from its deep

might suspect – that somehow the herbicide

roots and it is these deep roots embedded in

is finding its way into the bottle – is most

the mineral layers far below the surface that

decidedly not the case, as it is applied long

endow great character to the wine. the vines

before the fruit is even set. rather it is the

to which herbicide have been applied happily

effect, or more precisely, the lack of effect, on

nourish themselves in part with surface roots,

the roots that impacts quality, and therein lies

thereby diminishing quality. in a sense, labour

Pierre-yVes resists the
temPtAtions to ProdUce Wines to “Win”
yoUng Wine tAstings.
he is crAfting his Wines
for the fUtUre.

�
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is saved for both the vigneron and the vine

young – oops, there go all those blind tasting

when ploughing is avoided. Good for the

victories for newly bottled wines – knowledge-

vigneron, bad for the wine. Happily, Pierre-

able wine collectors know that acid is vital to

Yves believes that a number of other growers

the ageing potential for white burgundy.

in Chassagne have recently begun forsaking

The list goes on. He takes extra care in

herbicide and returning to old-fashioned

handling the harvest to insure that grape

ploughing.

skins are not broken before going into the

Picking time is key as well. Pierre-Yves does

press. Once there, pressing lasts three times

not have the creation of a monster wine as

longer than normal and at higher pressures

his goal. By picking with lower degrees of

than normal to extract the maximum amount

sugar than others, his wines will have a lower

of juice from the skins, which Pierre-Yves

percentage of alcohol and a crisp acidity and

maintains is vital to developing the full

freshness. Although the acid detracts some-

flavour potential of the wines. Both of

what from the appeal of the wine when

these are time-consuming and demanding
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In the central village square of Chassagne Montrachet with one of the two caves co-operatives and
the excellent restaurant Le Chassagne.

measures that modern winemaking theology

batonnage has a tendency to expose the

trace of the chemical remaining in the cork

does not require.

wine to more air, facilitating unwanted oxy-

can lead to oxidation of the wine. So instead,

genation. No need to take artificial meas-

he buys only extra-long, untreated corks –

ures to amplify flavours.

remember, no one used peroxide in the old

He is also a great believer that the quality
of the lees is vital to producing great wine.
Thus, he takes extra care in the handling of

The cork has been a special subject of his

days – selected from the choice inner sections

the lees and in the part of the vinification

study. In order to extract the maximum yield

of the trees. A detail? Of course, but great

process involving the lees. His wines are ini-

from a cork tree, not only are the inner sec-

wine depends on detail.

tially placed in barrels together with the

tions of the trunk used, but the outer, often

And in a final gesture to tradition, he has

lees. Unlike some others who seek to pump

discoloured, areas as well. To compensate for

dispensed with the tin capsule for the bottle

up their wines by regularly stirring up the

the somewhat lesser visual appeal of these

neck. He is one of but a handful of wine-

wine and lees while they are in the barrel

outer sections and to provide an extra meas-

makers who still utilises a wax seal for the

together (known as battonnage) Pierre-Yves

ure of sterility, most cork producers treat the

neck – applied by hand, one bottle at a time.

believes greater subtlety and elegance

corks with peroxide before shipping them to

Despite his otherwise unswerving fidelity to

comes from letting the wine and lees stay

the wine domains. Pierre-Yves wants no part

tradition, there is one respect in which he

together quietly in the barrel. Further,

of peroxide-treated corks, fearing that even a

painfully deviated from it. Tradition would
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dr george derbalian is one of the wine experts from
Lettres du Brassus. dr. derbalian is the founder of atherton Wine imports, located in northern California. not
only has he become one of the united States’ premier importers of fine wines, but he has acquired a well-deserved
reputation as one of the leading and most respected wine
connoisseurs and expert tasters in the world.
each year, dr derbalian travels the wine circuits of europe and the united
States, meeting with producers, owners of the finest domains, chefs de

�

chai, and other key figures in the world of wine. throughout the course of
each year, he tastes literally many thousands of current production and
vintage wines. in this issue, dr. derbalian shares with us his discovery of
Chassagne-Montrachet’s rising star winemaker, Pierre-Yves Colin.

have dictated that he continue in his father’s

But enough of philosophy, it was time to

catalogue of white burgundy names seems to

winemaking business. in Burgundy, sons (and

descend into his cellar for tasting. two vintages

include only Chassagnes, Pulignys, Meur-

increasingly, daughters) are expected to join

were there for sampling – newly bottled 2007s

saults, and, if they are particularly expansive,

with their parents in making wine. the deci-

(and for two of the grand crus, not even that, as

perhaps Corton Charlemagnes. if one studies

sion to set off on his own, albeit in the same

the bottling had not yet occurred) and 2008s

a vineyard map, however, it is easy to see why

village of Chassagne Montrachet, to pursue

from the barrel. Both vintages promise to be

St aubins, when well-made, can hold their

his own ideas came at great price. He speaks

outstanding, with 2007 appearing already to

own against higher reputation Chassagnes

slowly and deliberately about the tension at

be a year that will reward long ageing.

and Pulignys; the best St aubin vineyards,

the outset that surrounded this decision. For-

Like many in Burgundy, Pierre-Yves pro-

particularly en remilly, are sandwiched be-

tunately, with his brother and sister support-

duces wines from a very wide range of appel-

tween no less than Le Montrachet, itself, and

ing his father, that tension disappeared and

lations, running from St aubin to Chevalier-

Chassagne Les Chenevottes. a heady neigh-

now the three domaines – father, son, and

Montrachet. the quality is dazzling at every

bourhood to be sure. Pierre-Yves lavishes at-

father-in-law (where Pierre-Yves’ wife works)

level, but particular note should be taken of

tention on his St aubins and they deserve spe-

– all co-exist happily within the tiny confines

his St aubins. this is an appellation that tends

cial attention, offering astonishing quality at

of the village.

to be overlooked by many oenophiles – whose

very low – for Burgundy anyway – prices. ■
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The Silicon
Canvas
FOR ITS DESIGN DEPARTMENT, BLANCPAIN SPECIFICALLY SOUGHT OUT
THOSE WHO WERE NOT WATCH DESIGNERS. INSTEAD, BLANCPAIN
TAPPED INTO A BROADER RANGE OF CREATIVITY AND SKILL.
by Jeffrey S. Kingston
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“I

believe that if artists were left to choose

hails from a career in design software; Patrice

Neither was selected because of a background

their own labels, most would choose

from years as a graphic designer. They have

in watch design. Lionel a Marca, Blancpain’s

none.” When he said that, Ben Shahn, in

joined forces, connected through powerful

Vice President and head of R&D, wanted no

many ways, foretold the composition of the

3-D design software, to “paint” on their sili-

part of the “usual suspects” watch designers

Blancpain design department. It is there that

con canvases the parts of the watch that

who move from company to company doing

Alan Apprederisse and Patrice Nanga come

every watch owner comes to know best: the

the same thing over and over again. He spe-

together, from completely opposite back-

dial and the case.

cifically wanted new people who were not

grounds, to preside over the dial and case art

What is most striking about this partner-

watch designers, but who had the skill, artis-

of Blancpain watches. Neither calls himself

ship in the design department is how both

tic talent, and imagination to give birth to

an artist on the job, but they both are. Alan

Alan and Patrice came to be hired by Blancpain.

new forms of dials and cases at Blancpain.

At left : Alan Apprederisse ; at right :
Patrice Nanga. Behind them both :
computer
drawings
from zzriure
the design
Et wis nostio
od modiam
er ipsuscilla
department.
at. Ut nonsequis nullum zzriliquam ad dit, Et
wis nostio od modiam zzriure er ipsuscilla at.
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In the background one of Patrice Nanga‘s
underwater themed acrylics.

The patented diamond setting design that
Alan Apprederisse developed which allows
the stones to be set from underneath the
dial.
Below : the Léman Tourbillon Grande Date
Diamants.
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A WATCH SHOULD INSPIRE AN EMOTIONAL BOND. WHO
HAS NOT TAKEN OFF HIS WATCH AT NIGHT, ONLY TO
SNAP ON THE LIGHT FOR ANOTHER LOOK JUST BEFORE
RETIRING?

When you think about it, watch design is a

Stoppard when he penned: “Skill without

peculiar art form because of its multiple di-

imagination is craftsmanship and gives us

mensions. Of course the design must be

many useful objects such as wicker baskets.

beautiful. Who has not taken off his watch

Imagination without skill gives us modern

at night, set it in the nightstand drawer, and

art.” Excuse the Stoppard slam on modern

switched off the light, only to snap the light

art, but you get the point. Bringing together

back on and open the drawer for a second

a 3-D software engineer with an artistic bent

fond look at the watch before retiring for the

and a graphic designer, both from worlds

evening? Only art can inspire that kind of

outside of horology, was an inspired way to

emotional bond. But there has to be much

meet the artistic and technical demands of

more than just a pretty face. A watch has to

dial and case design.

be useful; its dial readable; its displays techni-

Of the two, Alan was the first to arrive at

cally compatible with the movement; and the

Blancpain and immediately set about changing the design process to utilise 3D design
software – his previous specialty. But his background extended far beyond the geekdom
of the software universe. Earlier he spent a
year learning the art of sertissage: the setting
of jewels. His first project brought those
two skill sets together as he created a revolutionary way of setting jewels onto a dial,
which debuted in the Blancpain Léman Tourbillon Grande Date Diamants. The common
practice in pre-existing designs for jewelled
dials had been to utilize settings on the top
surface. Thus, the jewels rose above the nonjewelled layer of the dial. But Alan wanted to
achieve an entirely different visual effect: that
of the jewels in the dial. What was invented

The winding rotor of the unique piece
Carrousel, which was honored as the
first modern wristwatch to be selected for the permanent collection in
the Chinese Forbidden City museum.
The watch has now been named the
“Qiankun Carrousel”. Read more
about this special timepiece in the
News section.

case comfortable. More than that, the con-

was entirely inspirational: a means of setting

struction methods that the design assumes

the stones in a channel cut into the dial, se-

have to produce a result that is robust and

cured entirely from beneath the dial. With this

long-lasting.

invention, the jewels became a design ele-

That indeed is a tall order. It represents the

ment of the dial, not an adornment upon it.

sort of difficult-to-achieve combination of

Not only was this art, but it was a towering

technical skill and imagination, which was

technical achievement that earned a patent.

captured in a pithy way by playwright Tom

It also illustrates how much the process of
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dial and case design sits in the intersection

Another recent creation by Patrice was

between Tom Stoppard’s “skill” and “imagi-

the 2009 Valentine’s Day watch. Every year

nation”. Without both – the imaginative idea

Blancpain produces a whimsical women’s

and the technical skill to develop a new set-

watch expressing the Valentine’s love theme.

ting method – the Grande Date Diamants

Showing the range of his imagination,

could never have been born.

Patrice was able to work from the base of a

Patrice, who joined Blancpain two years

chronograph, which in ordinary circum-

after Alan, brought with him a more traditional

stances would be considered among the

art background – but one entirely removed

most purposeful and business-like of all time

from the watch industry. Born in Switzerland,

pieces, and bring to it a lightness of being

but raised in France and Cameroon, Patrice

and free spirit fitting to the Valentine’s

had spent his life in one part of the art world or

theme.

another. Graphic designer, artist, gallery owner
– they all played an important part in his past.

Although Alan comes to the design department from the “tech” side, design has

Painting still plays a large role in Patrice’s

become an avocation. Reinforcing Blancpain’s

life, with his leisure hours consumed in the

idea that its designers be free of the conven-

creation of abstract acrylics. So it was natural

tional thinking which occurs when watch art

with the dominant subject of his acrylics be-

only draws upon itself – that is to say when

ing underwater abstractions, that Patrice took

watch designers only look to other watches for

on the design of the Nautilus winding rotors

their inspiration and ideas – Alan is fascinated

used in the white and black versions of the

by all the designs he encounters in his daily

Fifty Fathoms.

life – cars, furniture, consumer electronic

A hint of the complexity of the dial and case
designs for the new L-evolution Collection.
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THE ENGINEER BY TRAINING AND THE DESIGNER BY
TRAINING WORK TOGETHER AT BLANCPAIN TO CREATE
THE ART OF THE CASES AND DIALS.

Of course there are times when a project
does require that he look at watches as he
designs. Alan and Patrice were key players
in the design of the new generation Fifty
Fathoms. Their directions from Marc A. Hayek
conferred wide freedom – be faithful to the
tradition, but be new and fresh. Simply copying a design from the more than fifty-year history of this legendary watch would not do.
Moreover, one cannot simply “blow up” an
older watch to a modern size and have the
proportions work. Instead, they poured over
examples of the Fifty Fathoms patrimony to
find shapes and styles that could be fashioned
with a freshened look for the new watch and
The Valentine‘s timepiece for 2009, designed
by Patrice Nanga.

products. These are what plant the ideas

submitted them to the entire Fifty Fathoms

when he sits down at his computer to create.

team. Those several different proposals were

The form of a component of an Italian car

distilled and put before Marc A. Hayek, who,

sent him running to his keyboard and screen

gazing over the options and variants, like pick-

to draw the shape of the winding rotor now

ing a face out of a line-up, pointed to the one.

found in the Carrousel.

That became the new Fifty Fathoms that de-

The production rotor for the Carrousel is

buted recently.

not the sole occupier of Carrousel rotors in

So now the technician by training and the

Alan’s portfolio. Signalling that he can fully

designer/artist by training work as a team.

cross over from his technology domain into

Together, the two working with their R&D

the world of design flights of fancy, Alan is

team colleagues, developed the new forms

responsible for the conception of the wind-

that debuted at Basel this year for the Super

ing rotor for a platinum unique piece Carrou-

Trofeo Chronograph with its sleek, aggres-

sel dedicated to Beijing’s Forbidden City. Af-

sive lines.

ter Blancpain was selected as the sole Swiss

Passing down by their office, the attraction

watch representative for the Forbidden City’s

is palpable. It is hard for other Blancpain

museum in which the watch is displayed,

employees to resist gazing on either Alan’s or

Alan imagined a winding rotor paying hom-

Patrice’s silicon canvas screens to see what

age. He designed a rotor with such extra-or-

might be just around the corner as the next

dinary complexity and detail that it required

watch.

two full weeks of hand work by Blancpain’s
engravers to produce it.

n
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Chef Guy Savoy
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Not
Invention,
Reflection
IN THREE-STAR PARIS RESTAURANT GUY SAVOY , THEY HAVE
CREATED A SPECIAL WORLD, WHERE FOR THREE OR FOUR HOURS
THINGS HAPPEN IN A WAY UNIMAGINABLE OUTSIDE THEIR DOORS.
By Jeffrey S. Kingston

W

hat exactly are the qualities that we

plate! Multiple food antennae struggle up-

admire and seek out in great chefs?

wards to the ceiling! Dots, lines, designs made

For some, perhaps, this question will appear

of who knows what – glacee de viande, oil,

moronic, or, worse, a courier from an alter-

herb infusions? The chef as food technician,

native universe. For them, no qualities at all.

millimetric precision in the perfection of every-

A fine meal is all they ask and who conceives

thing. Six sigma quality control and more!

and produces it and how simply does not

I have followed the career of Guy Savoy for

matter. Spare the details, it’s what’s on the

more than 20 years, dating back to his first

plate. Period. For others, there is greater

Paris location on rue Duret and for many

depth. The chef as therapist, soothing and

years now in his present location in the tony

comforting with cuisine grand-mère. The chef

17th arrondissement of Paris on rue Troyon.

as grand inventor, boldly going where no

There has been little erosion of memory over

one has gone before. Foam! Vapours! Vacuum

time; each occasion – pilgrimage a better

cooked! Fusion! Molecular gastronomy!

word – with my wife, with Parisian business

Vegetables for dessert. The chef as artist,

associates, the celebration of my 50th birth-

painting and sculpting on a ceramic canvas

day, even dining alone, provokes vivid recol-

with consumables. Towers sprout from the

lections. There is even an archaeological-dig
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aspect to my briefcase, which, to this day,

duck cooked with foie gras en cocotte, arti-

hours in a special world that he can create.

buried in its recesses, remains home to a now

choke soup with black truffles and Parmesan,

Every morning has time devoted to his reflect-

hopelessly tattered set of notes on a meal

earl grey tea sorbet – I had already cata-

ions. Perhaps with just a trace of defensive-

there of more than ten years ago. Over this

logued him as a member of the “chef as

ness, he allowed as how some might accuse

period that I have followed him, there have

grand inventor” school and prepared to talk

him of indulging in escapism, but this is his

been many changes, as he moved locations,

to him about these creations. Our conversa-

form of self research.

garnered the coveted 3rd star from Michelin

tion was pre-ordained and pre-programmed

after an almost unprecedented wait at the

to follow neatly down this well-illuminated

astonishing. Primed to probe about prepara-

two-star pedestal (all the while being accord-

and defined path.

tions I remembered from years ago, our inter

The layers of his thought processes were

ed the ultimate recognition from seemingly

Guy Savoy would have none of it. He rejec-

view not only veered sharply from that direc-

every guide except Michelin), the opening of

ted completely the “invention” label. Instead

tion, but turned completely away from the

two restaurants on the left bank – bistro Les

the word to describe his process of creation

food itself for a period. His illustration of

Bouquinistes in the 6th and L’Atelier Maître

was “reflection”. But even applying the term

where the process of reflection took him was,

Albert in the 5th – taking over the restaurant

“reflection” to a particular dish, particularly

of all things, the water glasses! Devoted as I

Chiberta off the Champs Elysee and being

one from a past menu, is to completely mis-

am to the immensely civilizing graces of fine

awarded one star there, and, finally, his open-

understand his thinking and philosophy.

meals, I can openly confess to not having

ing of a 2nd grand restaurant in Las Vegas.

Guy Savoy thinks, better said, reflects, on

given even a nanosecond of thought to

So when I sat down with Guy Savoy in the

the entire restaurant experience. For him, the

water glasses, beyond there being one readily

private dining room located across the street

restaurant creates a world of its own where

falling to hand. Guy Savoy’s reflections, on

from the restaurant on rue Troyon, I was con-

events transpire in a way completely different

the other hand, led him to the conclusion

fident that my own observations of his career,

from the outside world. He is holistic in his

that there should be two different styles of

and a personal history of meals stretching

reflections, not confining them to just the

water glasses in his restaurant, one for spark-

over more than 20 years, amply gave me

dishes, or the warmth and attention of the

ling water, another shape for still water. Not

measure of his cooking philosophy. Visuals of

service, or the architecture of the restaurant

only could the sparkling water glass be opti-

particular dishes mentally flashing by – butter-

or its décor, but to everything that contrib-

mised to highlight the bubbles, but with its

poached lobster with carrot ginger puree, wild

utes to the spirit one feels spending a few

different shape, waiters would never make
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GUY SAVOY, THINKS, BETTER
SAID, REFLECTS ON THE ENTIRE
RESTAURANT EXPERIENCE.

the mistake of pouring still water into a spar-

formed by the cook into something won-

kling water glass, or the reverse. Forecasting

drous like a langue de chat buiscuit. Trans-

something to come later on with the meal,

formation is a major theme in his thinking as

he winked when speaking of his new ideas

he creates. He allowed as how he gravitates

for some of the Limoges. So clearly he is ex-

towards dishes that spotlight one key ingre-

pansive in his reflective thought processes.

dient (sometimes perhaps two) and shows its

Expansive or not, an interview with the chef,

possibilities, playing upon not only the inher-

will, after all, eventually turn to food, but again

ent nature of the ingredient, but his tech-

Guy Savoy steered our interview in unexpect-

nique applied to it producing a transformation

ed directions. Ours was not to be a conversa-

that presents it in the way that he imagines.

tion dwelling on past dishes. Indeed, even

It is customary for me to probe a grand

though he is frequently confronted by guests

chef’s formative years and training. In many

who can, like myself, breathlessly recall dishes

ways, Guy Savoy has followed a classical

from past visits at the restaurant, Guy Savoy

path, first inspired by his mother, a three-year

frequently confesses to absence of memory

apprenticeship with three-star chef Jean

of old creations. For him, apart from the flat-

Troisgros in Roanne, later apprenticeships

tery that others have made mental keepsakes

with pastry chef Louis Marchand and then

of his triumphs from years ago, he is thinking

legendary Parisian chef René Lasserre. But

only of new directions to take his cuisine.

again I was thrown a curve ball, because it is

A sense of wonderment pervades his con-

not to his training that he now looks – he

ceptions of food. Cooking for Guy Savoy is

simply assumes his classical skills will be there

transformative. Thinking back to his original

– but to the world around him. A bit of exag-

mentor, his mother, he recalls how such

geration perhaps, but he is wont to say that

banal ingredients as flour, butter, sugar, and

it is the entire world that now trains him. He

eggs, that by themselves provoke little im-

is completely open to new ingredients and

portant reflection, magically can be trans-

techniques that he observes in what is now
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the global economy of food. He particularly

But enough of his philosophy, it was time

singled out the progress made in the United

to head across the street to see where his

States and the quality of ingredients there,

reflections had taken him in comparison to

now taken for granted, but that only a few

the last visit to his restaurant.

years ago, when he opened his first US

Happily the meal began, as it has in the

restaurant in Connecticut, would have been

past, with a spears of foie gras au sel to ac-

unthinkable.

company the glass of champagne. I have al-

What was most interesting is that he feels

ways enjoyed one little ritual at Guy Savoy

so free of the pressures of having three

that typically accompanies the process of set-

Michelin stars, which can often paralyse the

tling into the meal: the presentation of the

chefs that have them, terror that Michelin

wine list. At Guy Savoy, it is neither a card nor

inspectors will not understand or appreciate

a list, rather a full-fledged tomb. How many

what they have created. He sees things en-

times have you watched, or worse, partici-

tirely differently. In the old days, the rules for

pated, in a table-side ballet, struggling to find

French chefs were enormously strict. Pick up

a parking place for a wine list – on the service

a volume of Escoffier if you want to examine

plate? Bread dish? Move the flowers aside?

the entire body of old statutory requirements.

In the lap???? At Guy Savoy, the wine list ar-

Much of his early training was free of that,

rives with its own little table. Problem solved.

occurring during the heyday of the “nouvelle

Perhaps neither the foie gras spears nor

cuisine” revolt, of which Jean Troisgros was a

the wine list table were new, both being

part. Despite breathing fresh air into the old

familiar opening graces, but the first amuse

rules, the chefs of that era, although far from

bouche was. A ying/yang dish. Not so much

carbon copies of each other, were of a similar

in its preparation as in its presentation. What

school. Today, Guy Savoy is happy that his

arrived was a small cup of bisque de homard

reflections have placed him in a position to be

with an inverted cup attached to its side. The

unique and a part of no school but his own.

surprise was in the second side; once the

GUY SAVOY FEELS FREE OF THE
PRESSURE OF HAVING THREE
MICHELIN STARS, WHICH CAN
OFTEN PARALYsE THE OTHER
CHEFS THAT HAVE THEM.
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Terre et mer, which vaults crudités to an
unimaginable level of luxury.
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A signature dish, artichoke
soup with truffles and
Parmesan.
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soup was done, lift up the cup and voila! a

Smoke! Vapours! The entire dish disappeared

croustillant of crab was lurking underneath.

in fog! Then as the swirling mists cleared,

True, a bit of theatre, but vastly entertaining
nonetheless.
A second amuse bouche illustrated his philosophy of showcasing the possibilities of
a single ingredient, in this case châtaigne.
Appropriately, the dish named tout châtaigne

THERE ARE WONDERFUL GRACES
THAT TRANSPIRE THROUGHOUT
THE MEAL. EVEN THE WINE LIST
IS PRESENTED WITH A SMALL
TABLE UPON WHICH TO PLACE IT.

oyster broth was poured over the vegetables
and a cup of the briny sauce was served
alongside. Truly, Guy Savoy vaulted crudités
to an unimaginable level of luxury. The Limoges to make this all happen was as much an
invention of Guy Savoy as the twin inverted

offered three distinct textures of châtaigne

cups. He offers a second variant of the

woven together: geleé, chips, and soup. All

“vapour dish” built around lobster in an

topped with a foam of cepes. A perfect

absolutely sensational combination of cold-

expression of autumn.

poached and sashimi preparations.

If the ying/yang paired inverted cups which

Rouget followed with an entirely original

started the meal were meant to set a theatri-

conception. Ordinarily, rouget recipes high-

cal tone and, no doubt, cleverly to demon-

light the warm-weather environs of the fish,

strate some of Guy Savoy’s reflections on

surrounding it with Mediterranean flavours

shapes of his Limoges, what arrived next was

and accents. But this was autumn and push-

an over-the-top Cecil B. DeMille extravagan-

ing the usual tomato, basil, olive oil buttons

za. Described as terre et mer, it featured an

would not do. Guy Savoy instead took this

arrangement of slightly blanched or simply

warm-weather fish and imported it to the

raw vegetables poised on a plate with small

cold climes with mushrooms. Presented as

holes. The waiter then proceeded to pour a

a whole fish, it was, of course, completely

broth through the holes, where hidden be-

deboned, splayed out on the plate, and cov-

neath, it encountered dry ice. If you have any

ered with scales of interwoven, thinly sliced

memory of grade school science projects,

cepes and a hint of spinach. The sauce was a

what happened next should leap to mind.

blend of the cooking juice of the fish finished
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Spanish lamb presented three ways.
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MEAT PREPARED SEVERAL WAYS
HAS BEEN A TRADITION AT GUY
SAVOY. BUT IT IS NOT THE PRE
SENTATION OF THREE DISHES,
RATHER IT IS THE REALIZATION
OF ALL THE DIMENSIONS OF
THE INGREDIENT.

with wild mushrooms. An unexpected final

gether an obvious combination. Artichokes

touch was the draping of the head of the fish

always are difficult to pair because of their

with a spinach-leaf cap, insuring no frissons

background metallic taste, but it is just those

from uncovered rouget eyes glaring back to-

notes that propel the flavour of the truffles. I

wards the diner. My notes said it all: “perhaps

have had this soup many times and crave it in

the most innovative and satisfying rouget

between visits. New to me was the second

preparation I have ever encountered.”

truffle soup combination: pumpkin soup with

Equally creative is his preparation of bar de

white truffles. Of course, it is served out of a

ligne. It is on the one hand redolent of au-

hollowed pumpkin and the truffles grated

tumn, paired with trompettes de la mort wild

tableside on top. It was simply ethereal.

mushrooms and on the other tropically exotic

Guy Savoy is renowned for his innovative

with its use of ginger, coriander and vanilla

warm foie gras preparations. In his view, it is

flavours. Rounding it out was a small bed of

vital that the foie gras be paired with acidic

chard. This dish rivalled a great red burgundy

earth flavours and textures, both playing off

in the way the flavours evolved in the mouth,

the texture and richness of the liver. Some-

beginning with the spice of coriander and

times he uses potato, other times lentils, still

ginger in the attack, mushrooms mid-range,

others beets. On this occasion, an unexpect-

and then the finish of sweet fish accented by

ed but fantastic pairing with white radishes.

the sweet vanilla. In every respect a triumph.

To fully preserve the delicate texture, the foie

There are two truffle soup fixtures at Guy

gras was cooked “en papillote”, which was

Savoy: naturally, one showcasing black truf-

snipped open at the table to release the per-

fles, the other white. Legendary and truly a

fume. The radishes played their designated

signature dish (and if it has been on past

counterpoint role perfectly – bearing enough

menus, don’t believe him if he says he does

earthy astringency to cut the richness of the

not remember) is his artichoke soup with

foie gras and enough residual texture to set

black truffles and Parmesan. This is not alto-

off its delicacy.
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DESSERT AT GUY SAVOY IS AN EVENT, A SEEMINGLY BOUNDLESS
PARADE. INEVITABLY, IT IS THE FINAL DESSERT CART, GROANING
WITH ICE CREAMS, SORBETS, MARSHMALLOWS, TAPIOCAS, AND
MORE, WHICH DRAWS THE OOHS AND AAHS.

Meat prepared several ways has been a

was an arrangement of tropical fruits with a

brings yet one more surprise: a slice of warm

Guy Savoy classic for many years and has been

passion fruit banana sorbet, finished with

apple tart.

replicated widely by his peers. It is important

mango, coconut, and pineapple crisp. The

As I settled into the cab after dinner, it was

though to understand his philosophy in the

bright acid flavours made a perfect link from

more than the perfection of the meal in all of

conception of a multiple preparation meat

the savoury courses before it to the sweet set

its details that was prominent in my mind; it

dish. It is not meant to be seen as “three

to arrive. Drama, never far from the meal, re-

was the grace of it all. Guy Savoy has suc-

things on a plate”, rather as a full expression

appeared with the next arrival: a frozen choc-

ceeded in achieving what he set out to do:

of that meat to be appreciated as an entire

olate ball, or so it seemed. That all changed

create a special world where for three or four

dish. This day, the meat was lamb and pre-

with the pouring of warm chocolate sauce

hours, things happen in a way unimaginable

sented were rib chops, a filet, kidney, and a

on top, allowing the hidden contents of pear

outside his doors. Having devotedly kept tabs

crusted confit. The quality of his lamb was

sorbet and pear to mix with the chocolate.

on his evolution for these many years, I shall

astonishing, both in its size and its texture.

As good as these two desserts were, it is the

The diameter of the rib chops was only slight-

following cart that inevitably draws the oohs

ly larger than my thumb with an unworldly

and aahs. Groaning with ice creams, sorbets,

tenderness. These did not melt in the mouth;

marshmallows and tapiocas, more is offered

they sublimated, passing directly from solid

than even the most devoted foodie can imag-

to vapour. Of course, the contrast with the

ine. And they are all superb. I am always par-

crusty, but otherwise equally tender, confit

tial to an Earl Gray tea and pepper sorbet that

was perfect. With France abounding in

is remarkably intense, yet light. But lest a well-

premier lamb appellations – Sisteron, pre-salé

meaning caloric self-denial be allowed too

de Pauillac, Pyrenees – I was surprised to

much sway, paired it with a caramel/salt ice

learn that he sources this wondrous lamb

cream that recalled Britany’s famous caramel

from Spain.

au fleur de sel candies and was excellent. Of

continue to come for as long as he is willing
to indulge his reflections. 

• Restaurant Guy Savoy
18, rue Troyon, 75017 Paris
• Le Chiberta
3, rue Arsène Houssaye, 75008 Paris
• L’Atelier Maître Albert
1, rue Maître Albert, 75005 Paris
• Les Bouquinistes

Dessert at Guy Savoy is an event, a seem-

course, this is all accompanied by an equally

ingly boundless parade. He is deft at both

opulent array of petit fours, which included a

53, quai des Grands Augustins,

light and rich preparations. On the light side

memorable fig raspberry popsicle. Coffee

75006 Paris
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WHat eMerGeS WHeN YOU taKe ONe OF
tHe HiGHeSt PerFOrMaNCe CarS ON tHe
PLaNet aNd PUMP iN MOre POWer WHiLe
reMOviNG WeiGHt? tHe LaMBOrGHiNi
BLaNCPaiN SUPer trOFeO.

Blancpain CEO, Marc A. Hayek, pilots the Super Trofeo.
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tHe BEAST
GOeS tO tHe GYM
BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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THERE IS AN ANIMAL QUALITY
TO A LAMBORGHINI. IN CLOSE
PROXIMITY, THE SKIN TINGLES.

T

here is an animal quality to a Lamborghini.

air conditioning, centre console, leather inner

In close proximity, the skin tingles. No

door panels, electric windows, noise insula-

matter how much the rakish lines draw you

tion, the passenger seat, even the glass wind-

to touch it, run your hands along its flanks,

screen – all removed. Purposed for the track,

grab its meaty wheel, there is an element of

plastic fixed windows and windscreen, one

fear that accompanies the magnetic attrac-

ultra-light alcantara racing seat, racing steer-

tion to the car. A palpable sense of animal

ing wheel, carbon-fibre inner door panels

lurking there that you dare not awaken.

and carbon-fibre centre console are substi-

How much animal? Try these numbers on

tuted. Thanks to a new direct fuel-injection

for size. 0 to 100 km/hr in 3.7 seconds. Count

system (IDS) and modifications to the exhaust

out loud – one, two, three, four – you’re well

system (which shed some kilos of weight as

past 100. 0 to 200 km/hr in only 11.8 sec-

well), 10 horsepower is gained by the V10.

onds. Top speed north of 325 km/hr. 10 cylin-

With a gain in power, extra cooling is provid-

ders. 560 horsepower. 200 to 0 in 5 seconds.

ed by adding a third water cooler, above the

And that’s the stock street version Gallardo

stock two. This prodigious output is fed

LP560-4.

to the road through a six-speed-paddle-shift

Now imagine the sinew and muscle of the

transmission permanently programmed for

Gallardo honed even further. Think of it as the

racing shifts and a fulltime all-wheel-drive

street Gallardo going to the gym. But this is

train with viscous coupling. The regular high-

more than a Richard Simmons stretch-those-

performance street tires are replaced with

thighs work out. No, the better mental image

specially designed, slick Pirelli racing rubber

is
that of
hard-core
Olympic
race training.
Raesed
dolore
et, quatin
vel diametue
dipit am,

borne by 18 inch competition alloy wheels,

sequipsum
Raesed dolore et, quatin vel diametue
A full 100
kilos of weight lost as the cabin
dipit am, sequipsum Raesed dolore et, quatin vel
diametue
dipit
sequipsum amenities – radio,
is
stripped
of am,
all boulevard

all fitted to a double wishbone suspension
with the same geometry as the street version
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Now housed in the
Lamborghini-Museum,
the famous Reventón.
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but tuned for the track by the substitution of

car championship competition series in the

three-way adjustable shocks and stiffer anti-

world and the only all-wheel-drive competi-

sway bars. Finally, to insure that the car stays

tion. Blancpain and Lamborghini have part-

planted at race speeds, there are significant

nered to host a series of six three-day events

aero modifications consisting of a special front

at some of Europe’s most legendary race ven-

air dam and carbon-fibre fixed rear wing. This

ues. The Super Trofeo competition series will

trimming of pounds and sculpting of the run-

take the 30 lucky owners to Adria, Italy;

ning train places this Lamborghini at the cut-

Norisring, Germany; Spa Francorchamps, Bel-

ting edge as far as sedan racing cars go.

gium; Silverstone, United Kingdom; Circuit

And slotted-steel competition brakes,

de Catalunya, Spain; and Paul Ricard, France.

375 mm front and 355 mm rear diameter

With the events off some months in the fu-

(replacing the stock cross-drilled Brembos,

ture, yours truly journeyed to the Lamborghi-

approximately 10 cm smaller in diameter front

ni factory in Sant’Agata Bolognese to get a

and rear) paired with racing ABS put it at the

taste of automotive performance at this level.

cutting edge as far as sedan racing cars stop.

As tempting as it was to simply jump into a

Two other mods finish the ensemble.

Gallardo and transform the surrounding

Both cornering grip and aerodynamics are

country side to a blur, the day began in the

improved by a 4 cm lowering of the car and

office of Maurizio Reggiani, R&D Director

driver protection and stiffness of the chassis

for Lamborghini and the man responsible for

enhanced by fitting of a full roll-cage and

the conception of the Lamborghini Blancpain

bracing in the cabin.

Super Trofeo. He knew that the tuning of the

What emerges from this trip to the gym is

Gallardo for the racing series (“the trip to

the Lamborghini Blancpain Super Trofeo, the

the gym”) had produced something special.

vehicle for no less than the fastest one-make

Intellectually, he could quantify the perform-

THE DRIVE WAS IN A LIMEGREEN GALLARDO THAT
ANNOUNCED ITS ARRIVAL WITH
AN EXHAUST RUMBLE THAT
WAS FELT AS MUCH AS HEARD.
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The Lamborghini Gallardo LP 560-4.
”LP“ stands for longitudinale posteriore,
or longitudinally rear-mounted; ”560“ for the
horsepower; ”4“ for four-wheel drive.

Lamborghini test driver Moreno Conti.

ance gains. 0 to 100 km acceleration drop-

those limits on the track was vast. After two

ping from 3.7 seconds to an eye-popping

laps, the sensations were too intense, the

3.2 seconds (even a powerful ordinary road

limits too high. Better to watch from pits and

car struggles to beat 7 seconds). Cornering

let the test driver continue on his own. As an

grip rising from near 1 g to an other-worldly

engineer, you can never have too many g’s

2.1 g’s (your top-line civilian sedan would be

at your disposal. But experiencing those g’s

lucky to achieve much more than .8). As all

was another story. He had created a car that

good drivers know, races are won as much

exceeded his own personal tolerance as a

by the brakes as by the engine, and here,

passenger!

too, the numbers were stunning, with the

But enough of the engineering and the

Super Trofeo able to generate 2.1 g’s of brak-

numbers, it was time to experience the car

ing force. As Maurizio explained, his per-

itself. As luck would have it, the drive today

formance calculations assured that the Super

would not be in a Super Trofeo. The only

Trofeo would be the fastest single-make

ones to be found were being readied for de-

championship car ever built, but he did not

livery to their owners. So I would have to

fully appreciate how all of these g’s would

make do with a street version Gallardo and

feel until he went for a first drive on the track

extrapolate to arrive at a mental picture of

in a prototype, piloted by one of the factory

the Super Trofeo.

test drivers. What transpired was no less than

My ride materialised as a lime-green Gal-

a surgical separation of the calculating engi-

lardo that announced its arrival in front of

neering half of his brain, the left side if you

the reception area less with its sleek silhou-

will, from the emotional right half. The differ-

ette and luminous colour than with its exhaust

ence between his conception of the limits of

rumble, which, like not too distant thunder,

the car and the sensation or experience of

was felt as much as heard. Initially, the car
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was in the skilled hands of test driver Moreno

for an understandable reason, as there is an

Conti, who led me through the basics of the

enormous engine to be housed midship im-

car’s layout. Everything more or less fits con-

mediately behind the passenger compart-

vention. Like virtually all new Lamborghinis,

ment. But these are modern times. So where-

this one is equipped with paddle shifters, so

as the pilots of the classic Countachs just had

that gear-changes for the manual gearbox

to make do with the challenges of backing

are commanded by paddles, following the

up blind, the Gallardo comes equipped with

Italian norm, fixed in position on the steering

a rear-view camera that springs to life with a

column. Three programmes are provided: nor-

centre-dash display of the rear when reverse

mal, track, and automatic; the Super Trofeo

is selected. Of course, the Super Trofeo, with

dispenses with all but track. It has almost be-

its track focus, pares this away. Let the crew

come Lamborghini tradition since the emer-

deal with clearing the way behind.

gence of the legendary Countach in the 70s

But enough of the cockpit lecture. Moreno

that the view out the back window is limited,

twists the key and the engine barks and
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The meaty alcantara-wrapped wheel and paddle
shifters beckon.

MORENO DROPS THE HAMMER
AND FULL-THROATED SHRIEK
BECOMES HOWL AS HE SNAPS
AN 8500-RPM REDLINE SHIFT.

Raesed dolore et, quatin vel diametue dipit am, sequipsum Raesed dol

snorts to life. Outside, the car may reveal

has lost its edge. It used to be that cars such

itself with a menacing, guttural rumble, but

as this were called “supercars”. Somehow

inside, its car-park persona is almost one of

that term was displaced by the desiccated

electrical motivation. Satisfying hums and

expression “exotic car”. This modern termi-

whirrs accompany our roll across the car

nology is utterly inadequate to convey any

park. There is little hint of the power residing

sense of what a Lamborghini displays in pass-

just behind the driver’s right ear.

ing a line of trucks. The word “super” at least

The electrical motor persona ends in 20

hints at the experience. Technically, we are

feet as Moreno exits the car park and drops

accelerating, but darting seems to capture it

the hammer. Full-throated shriek becomes

better. In Moreno’s hands, the car feels as if it

howl as he snaps an 8500-rpm redline shift.

goes from the speed of the leading truck, to

In an instant we have blasted through 200

something hugely faster without passing

km/hr. Shifts are like lightning along the way.

through any intermediate velocity. We are

Not only does the paddle-shifting transmis-

teleported from behind to in front. Then the

sion pull off gear changes vastly faster than

next bit of magic: shedding all of the excess

even a professional driver’s best snap shifts,

passing speed to dive into the gap left by the

but the intervals between shifts are impossi-

next leading truck. The massive brakes haul

bly short. The power plant gobbles, better

us down as if we had come to the end of an

said devours, rpms; no sooner has the hand

only marginally elastic rope. Two more darts

let go of the upshift paddle before the redline

and we again have open road.

reappears and it’s time for another pull.

My turn behind the wheel now arrives.

Slow down to transit a village, then back

Accustomed to the German convention for

to open road. Confronting us, however, is a

mounting paddle-shifters on the wheel itself

line of three trucks. Over time, our language

so that they turn as the wheel is turned, in
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contrast with these, which are fixed in posi-

slow speeds and they will answer the call

tion on the column, I find that essentially no

immediately, acquainting you with the won-

muscular retraining is required; the steering

ders of your shoulder harness. Modulate your

is so quick and the paddles so long that they

touch, and everything will be fine. As Moreno

always fall easily to hand no matter the posi-

says, in less than 100 km of driving, every-

tion of the wheel.

thing will be comfortable. Less than that;

Easing onto the road, the first sensation is

with just a trifle of attention paid to the touch

the tractability of this “supercar”. At first, at

of the ceramic brakes, it is immediately clear

normal speeds and with moderate accelera-

that this is a “supercar” that can be driven

tion, there are no extraordinary demands

every day if that is your want.

placed upon the pilot. Only the brakes

After a few kilometres of getting acquain-

require adaptation, and that, too, is minor.

ted, time to unleash the beast. Equipped for

This particular Gallardo was equipped with

the street, of course this Gallardo is fitted

the optional ceramic brake package. Ceramic

with a radio in the dash. Nonetheless, it

brakes are designed for high-speed driving,

should be modified with a version of those

rapid and repeated shedding of warp speeds.

lawyer message warning screens that pollute

However, at slower speeds, a certain deftness

every automotive GPS system, advising against

of touch is required. Slam on the brakes at

use while driving. In this case, the radio

BLASTS ABOVE 6000-rpm ARE
SIMPLY INTOXICATING. I FIND
MYSELF DECELERATING IN ORDER
TO HAVE ANOTHER EXCUSE TO
RUN UP THROUGH THE GEARS.

A Gallardo V-10 engine
awaits its new home in
the factory.
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Super Trofeo #24 to be piloted by Marc A. Hayek
and Peter Kox in the race series.

warning screen should caution against ever

of a slot car: point it and it goes there.

turning it on, otherwise the driver would miss

Already at this lofty level of performance with

the delights of the mechanical symphony

the street Gallardo, it was hard to imagine

behind. Blasts above 6000-rpm are simply

the Lamborghini Blancpain Super Trofeo,

intoxicating. Over and over again, I find

whose capabilities sent its chief engineer to

myself needlessly decelerating in order to

the sidelines of the track. What is clear for

have another excuse to run up through the

both of them is that they represent the height

gears and into the higher-rev reaches. I made

of automotive excellence. Perhaps the

no notes of the delicious sensations that

old word “super” retains some vitality as a

accompany each rocket forward in this car. I

descriptor, but better is the word “involving”.

didn’t need to; as Henry James observed, if

The car electrifies each of the sensory connect-

you have to make notes on something that

ions with the driver, from the look as you

has struck you, you probably have not been

approach it (or those glances backwards to

struck at all. What struck me – no notes – is

feast on it after parking), its sounds, the feel

how addictive is the Gallardo‘s combination

through the steering, pushes back against

of a seemingly bottomless reservoir of thrust

the seat under acceleration and against the

and silky mechanical menace.
The steering is extremely direct and precise. Each input is immediately translated into
a direction change. No effort required to nail
each apex. I did not explore the limits of
adhesion, but it was clear that they were
well above speeds suitable for public roads.
Driven aggressively, the impression was that

harness braking. What a racing series this
will be!
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MORE THAn A
MARRIAGE
OF LABELS

SHOULDN‘T WATCH COLLECTORS EXPECT MORE FROM A WATCH–CAR PARTNERSHIP THAN
SLAPPING A LOGO ON A DIAL? BLANCPAIN AND LAMBORGHINI ARE APPROACHING THEIR
ALLIANCE WITH DEPTH AND ORIGINALITY, SETTING THEM APART FROM OTHERS WHO HAVE
APPROACHED THIS TERRITORY EARLIER.
BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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B

egin with a confession. Despite justified

sign a watch that pays tribute to the partner-

pride in scoring world firsts in watch-

ship. This path has been well-blazed by others.

making – and if you have any doubts about its

even if others lay claim to having done

rich history of watchmaking records, have a

automotive watches first, Blancpain, in its

gander at the Tradition of Innovation section

alliance with Lamborghini, is approaching

of its catalogue to see gathered in one place

the relationship with a depth and originality

its impressive record of triumphs – Blancpain

that sets it apart from others who came to

is far from the first watch brand to forge an

this territory earlier. Shouldn’t watch collec-

alliance with an automotive company and de-

tors expect more from a watch–car partner-

I n

T I m e

THE SPIRITS OF THE SUPER TROFEO CAR AND WATCH ARE
LINKED AT MANY LEVELS: CASE SHAPE, DIAL FONTS,
ALCANTARA STRAP, EVEN THE FINISHING OF THE MOVEMENT.

ship than taking a pre-existing watch and

The twin heritages of Blancpain and Lam-

slapping a car logo on the dial? Where is the

borghini are too storied to consider a relation-

artistry in that? Worse still, is there any sign

ship without substance. On the automotive

of synergy in that approach? Is the sum of

side, there is the Super Trofeo Competition

two companies producing something better

Series, jointly sponsored by Blancpain and

than that which existed before they got

Lamborghini, profiled in The Beast Goes to

together? Hardly. nonetheless, that is what

the Gym, on pages 44 – which will be the

has come of these alliances in the past: a

fastest single-manufacture series of races

marriage of logos on a dial.

ever held. On the watch side, Blancpain has
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designed a limited edition Super Trofeo

gressive shape of the Super Trofeo. Fitting to

Flyback Chronograph capturing not only

a watch that symbolises the link between

design themes from the Lamborghini Super

Blancpain and the fastest single-manufacture

Trofeo race car, but the spirit of the racing

racing sedan ever built, the colour palate is

series itself.

predominantly black. The 43.5 mm case is

The case of the Super Trofeo Chronograph

fashioned out of stainless steel coated with

stands apart from any Blancpain watch that

matte-finished DLC (diamond-like carbon).

has come before. Seen in profile, the bezel

Similarly, the crown receives a DLC coating.

and lugs have been sculpted to mimic the ag-

Further tying the chronograph to the Super

I n
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Trofeo is the strap, done in the style of

dary 1186 flyback chronograph movement

is bestowed on this version of the 1186 as

Lamborghini Super Trofeo seats, in pure al-

(which established a world record, still stand-

the plates and bridges are given a “NAC” (a

cantara.

ing today, as the thinnest automatic chrono-

complex alloy composed of four different

There is one splash of colour on the dial,

graph movement ever produced), boasting

platinoids, including ruthenium) finish.

the numerals 9 and 12 both utilising the

column wheel control of the chronograph

same font as the Super Trofeo car numbers;

functions and vertical clutch engagement of

of course, each of the 30 Super Trofeos bears

the chronograph, ensuring smooth, jerk-free

a number for the series track competition.

starting and stopping of the chronograph

The movement itself is Blancpain’s legen-

seconds hand. A unique, dark grey ambiance

The Super Trofeo Flyback Chronograph will
be limited to but 300 examples. 

n
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THE HISTORIES OF BLANCPAIN AND LAMBORGHINI ARE TOO
STORIED TO CONSIDER A RELATIONSHIP WITHOUT SUBSTANCE.
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THE STORY OF THE ABBEY
ON THE LAKE SHORE
HOW TIME ARRIVED IN
THE JOUX VALLEY
OR 
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Norbert de Xanten, the founder of the abbey, was
torn between wealth and asceticism, between resisting or pandering to earthly authorities. Finally,
his inclination for pomp, circumstance, and power
won out. The miniature depicts St Augustine presenting Norbert de Xanten with the rules of his
monastic order.

The monks who chose to settle in the rugged Jura
mountains in quest of riches and power built a feudal
monastery and simultaneously laid the foundations
of the watch industry. What traces of those far-off
days still remain in the contemporary Joux Valley?
By claudia SCHNIEPER

L

egends are often astonishingly

Driven by an indomitable taste for adven-

stubborn and tenacious, very

ture, the monk is believed to have answered

much like the great men they

the call of the forest. Armed with only a saw

evoke. One of these legendary

and axe, he built with his own hands a modest

figures is Dom Poncet, a monk of the Romain-

hermitage on the shoreline of this large lake

môtier abbey-church during the 5th or 6th

that sparkled at the heart of the forest. How

century, at the dawn of the medieval period.

can one even imagine his first winter in the

Dom Poncet was in all likelihood a vigorous,

freezing cold of that high altitude? For long

rather taciturn man who was not content

months, the fish swam beneath several metres

with a life of prayer and fasting within the

of ice and were simply unattainable. Did he

monastic community. He felt an imperious

hunt the game that ran through the Risoud

call to solitude and to the existence of an an-

Forest? Or was he one of those saintly men

chorite. He ended up finding his “Eden” of

famed for being able to live without food?

penitence a day’s walk from the Romain-

And since destiny often plays tricks with

môtier market, upstream along the Orbe River.

human plans, it did not grant Dom Poncet a

It is said that a hunter had previously spoken in

long period in which to savour the isolation

his presence of this mysterious place where

to which he had so ardently aspired. His rep-

no human being had yet chosen to take up

utation spread far and wide, to the point

residence. There was a lake nearby filled with

where other pious men wishing to embrace

fish and frogs, and it was surrounded by pine

the same asceticism were drawn to the shores

trees so tall and majestic that they seemed to

of this lake. Far from being scared off by the

have towered there from time immemorial.

description of the terrible living conditions,
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Soon after its founding in 1126, the abbey in the
Vallée de Joux became a major social and cultural
centre. The monastery was constantly enlarged and
embellished in order to provide a worthy setting in
which to host the many monks, pilgrims, and other
eminent visitors.

the prospect of fighting an heroic battle in

Norbert de Xanten founded one monas-

opment in the Medieval era. The transition

the name of the Lord exercised a fascination

tery after another, in France and on the terri-

period between the Early Middle Ages and

far more potent than the peaceful, well-regu-

tory of modern Switzerland, and ended up

the High Middle Ages saw significant

lated existence inside the monastery walls.

regaining a taste for wealth, splendour, and

progress in this area. Assiduous forest clear-

This handful of men cleared, built, fished,

political intrigue. It is hard today to determine

ance served to extend working areas, three-

harvested, and prayed. On the site of what is

who gave the decisive impetus that led to the

year crop rotation became common practice,

now the village of Le Lieu, a colony sprung

founding of an abbey on the shores of the

market and fruit farming became more wide-

up and soon earned itself a saintly reputation

Joux Lake in 1126. Was it Norbert himself,

spread, while ploughs and harnesses were

that extended well beyond the Jura region.

who may well have stopped over in this high-

perfected. At each step in this development,

Half a millennium went by before history

altitude valley during his pilgrimage to Rome,

the monks were the driving force behind

books make new mention of the Joux Valley

or is the credit due to Ebal 1st of La Sarraz?

these innovations.

and its lake. The monks who had succeeded

Nobody knows for certain. Historians have

Harnessing hydraulic force was another

Dom Poncet maintained his principles and, at a

only one certain fact to build on, which is that

talent displayed by the Cistercians and their

given time, Norbert de Xanten, the charismatic

the abbey was founded by the mother-church

Premonstratensian counterparts, who tended

founder of the Premonstratensian order, prob-

of Saint-Martin in Laon and that the first

to settle near watercourses in order to use

ably heard of the work of these pioneers. After

monks, or the first canons to be precise, set-

them in a variety of ways. The water and for-

his conversion to a life of self-mortification, the

tled on the eastern shore of the lake, on the

est resources also played an essential role of

noble chaplain initially set out on the road to

alluvial cone of the Lionne River. The location

the new abbey on the edge of the Joux Lake

lead the life of an itinerant preacher. Nonethe-

of the monastery doubtless seemed ideal to

and guaranteed it lasting prosperity. By 1114,

less, his sermons against the bishops were

them, since it met the entire set of criteria re-

the clearance had progressed so well that the

deemed to be seditious and the founder of the

quired to pursue a secluded, spiritual, and

monks had enough pastures, fields, and

order was invited in no uncertain terms to

nonetheless laborious life on the shores of an

meadows around the lake to guarantee them

withdraw in 1121 to the isolation of the Pré-

exquisitely beautiful lake.

almost complete self-sufficiency. Since the

monté Forest near Laon in Picardy. Nonetheless,

For we should not forget that Norbert de

number of mouths to be fed grew constantly,

he was not alone, since several dozen follow-

Xanten held a favourable view of the Cister-

economic considerations became a natural

ers, both men and women, who had resolved

cian doctrine, which gave pride of place to

mode of thought and action for these men

to wear the same white robes, shared his lot.

farming and strongly encouraged its devel-

of the church.
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Construction work continued at a steady

envy throughout the surrounding regions.

rate. If it wished to found a number of mon-

In subsequent periods, the wall became an

asteries, the order had to equip itself with

almost inexhaustible supply of cut stones for

meticulous organisation and highly qualified

building homes in the area. Finally, the con-

artisans. To this end, the Premonstratensian

struction of a drawbridge above the Lionne

monks had their own architects, stone-cut-

River and the addition of new towers, of which

ters, sculptors, and carpenters, who travelled

only one was to resist the vicissitudes of his-

from one building site to another. The hard

tory, further reinforced its citadel-like nature.

physical labour was done by the lay brothers,

Trying to imagine what the monastery

generally penniless farmers’ sons, who could

actually looked like is a daunting task, for

neither read nor write but were drawn to

most of it was already in ruins by the time

monastic life. Nonetheless, the members of

historians began taking an interest in the

the order also rolled up the sleeves of their

abbey’s past. During the first half of the 20th

habit when it came to addressing the com-

century, one such scholar named Auguste

mon task. However, the rules required them

Piguet attempted to find mentions of it in

to have enough sufficient time at their

historical records and traces on the spot in

disposal for prayer, meditation, reading,

order to forge some kind of image of it. This

writing, and the fine arts.

native “Combier”– as the inhabitants of the

The abbey next to the Joux Lake developed

Joux Valley dubbed themselves in reference

continuously to the point of becoming a for-

to the French word combe, which designates

midable fortress. Composed of several build-

a Jura valley – talked with some of the long-

ings and dominated by several towers, it was

standing residents in the village of L’Abbaye,

surrounded by a wall that in places measured

whose homes were built on the ruined

four metres high, two to three metres thick,

ramparts of the former monastery. While

and spread over a length of 1.5 kilometres.

his manuscript, which was not published

This protection matched a very real need, since

until after his death*, contains a number of

the wealth of the monasteries naturally aroused

unanswered questions, it nonetheless sheds
* Auguste Piguet, Etapes d’une colonisastion, Le territoire à orient des
lacs de Joux de 1489 à 1600, revised and updated by Jean-Luc Aubert,
published by Editions Le Pélerin, Les Charbonnières, 2000.
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It takes a bit of imagination to visualise the former
abbey. The scale model displayed in the village church
in L’Abbaye (left) provides some precious indications.
Even though there are no documents to confirm the
exactness of this reconstitution, it gives an excellent
idea of its former size and grandeur.
The plan on the right shows the village of L’Abbaye
in 1811. The monastery complex is easily recognisable,
surrounded by a long wall that extended from the
lake on the west side and was accessible via two
bridges. The houses of the inhabitants of the village
were built outside the walls, as were the watermills
and sawmills located upstream on the Lionne River.

a certain light on this bygone world. Unfortu-

ing in to secret underground passages be-

tion for clearing and cultivating the land.

nately, most of the ancient houses and testi-

tween several buildings. As in all Premonstrat-

They were the ones who transformed the

monies from the time of the monastery were

ensian monasteries, the abbots had their own

Lavaux region into a breathtakingly beautiful

destroyed during the fire that swept through

private chapel, a separate kitchen with a huge

landscape that centuries later would be hon-

the village in 1966.

fireplace and, noblesse oblige, a well-stocked

oured with the status of a world heritage

wine cellar reserved for their exclusive use.

site, along with the Gizeh Pyramids and the

To begin with, the nuns and the monks

Great Wall of China.

probably shared the plots of land behind

The spectacular extension of the monas-

the abbey, since they were separated by a

tery vineyards during the 8th and 9th centu-

Inside the convents, the winegrower monks

thick wall. However, this precaution was not

ries appears to indicate that wine was not

did not merely increase the volume of wine

enough to mollify the austere pope, who in

only drunk during the Eucharist services.

being produced, but also sought to improve

1140 ordered the departure of the Premon-

Monasteries were soon producing more wine

its quality. They experimented, obtained new

stratensian nuns, thereby forcing them to

than the monks could drink and it became

types of wine by crossbreeding and tried out

take up home in the barns of the farmlands

a profitable trading commodity that further

all kinds of cutting methods, fertilizers, and

owned by the monastery.

increased their wealth. In order to satisfy ever-

positions. The grapes were pressed in huge

Pilgrims who undertook the journey

growing demand, monks carved out terraces

wooden presses, while the must was preserved

towards this remote and rugged valley were

from the steep mountain slopes and turned

in oak barrels. This period came to an abrupt

put up in a hospice, where they received food

various areas of fallow land in the southern

end with the Reformation, which turned wine-

and care before resting their exhausted bod-

and eastern parts of Switzerland into vineyards.

growing into a secular occupation.

ies. The biggest crowds came on July 22nd

The abbey on the Joux Lake was unable

Back at the abbey, built on the edge of the

for the feast day of Saint Mary Magdalene.

to plant vines in its immediate surroundings

lake with a level that can vary by a full three

Smoke billowed from the ovens set up in the

due to the harsh mountain climate. So the

metres according to the season and had

inner courtyard and the kitchens were kept

monks acquired vineyards on the shores

once again flooded the lakeside area and

in a state of frantic activity. The monk in

of Lake Léman and their first estate was

caused considerable damage, the monastery

charge of the spirit and wine storehouse was

the Rueyres convent above Saint-Saphorin.

wall had fortunately proven to be a solid

in constant demand, since the wine flowed

Others followed in Paudex and in Ogoz,

rampart against the destructive force of the

freely during such important celebrations. The

between Chexbres and Epesses. The Premon-

water. But the Joux Lake also represented an

abbey had several cellars, some of them lead-

stratensians certainly lived up to their reputa-

inexhaustible treasure trove of trout, burbot,
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The abundance of fish, timber, and water in the
Vallée de Joux attracted not only monks, but also
a number of enterprising artisans.

perch, minnow, and pike fish. The latter spe-

came to the high-altitude valley in the hope of

cies was introduced by the monks of the ab-

beginning a new life within the monks’ sphere

bey in the 13th century. The Augustinian Rule,

of influence. They were favourably welcomed

to which the Premonstratensians were subject,

and the canons rewarded them by granting

basically prohibited consuming meat from

them various franchises and privileges.

four-legged animals, but this injunction was

One of the few such arrivals whose name

obeyed only by the strictest monasteries. What-

is specifically mentioned is Vinet Rochat,

ever the case in the Joux Valley, fish formed

originally from Villedieu in the Franche-

the main part of the monks’ diet, along with

Comté region of France. He settled on the

frogs, Burgundy snails, otters, and beavers.

banks of the Lionne River in 1480, at the age

Even though the lake was right in front of

of almost 50. The abbot Jean Pollens gave

them, the White Canons (as they were also

him and his sons the right to operate a water-

known) maintained two pools measuring 15

mill and a sawmill on the abbey’s lands. The

metres long in all so as to ensure their supply

forerunner of the many Rochat families who

of fish even during the long winter months.

live in the valley today obviously found favour

Moreover, up until the year 1219, the abbey

with the abbot, who also granted him many

was also under the obligation to pay the order’s

other privileges: he was allowed to cut down

founding monastery interest by delivering 160

trees to make wood coal for his own use;

trout: a quantity it was not always able to en-

to use the abbey’s ovens; to fish with rod and

sure despite the presence of these reservoirs.

line; and to have his cattle graze on the

The abbey developed to become a cultural

monastery meadows. Vinet soon became the

and social centre. High-ranking and famous

owner of several watermills and sawmills.

monks and lay persons regularly visited this

Upon his death, the monks buried him within

prosperous community and its abbot, who re-

the monastery as a reward for his intense

ceived them in keeping with their status. But

labour. His sons Jean, Claude, and Guillaume

the monastery on the lakeshore also attracted

acquired land in Le Lieu, in Les Charbon-

common people: farmers and craftsmen who

nières, as well as on the shores of the small
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l’aBBaYE REmEmBERS

T

he village of L’Abbaye lies at an
altitude of 1004 metres on the

main road running from Vallorbe to
Le Brassus. It has a population of 311,
3 cafés, 1 garage, 2 watch factories,
2 sawmills, 1 protestant church and its
vicarage, as well as many typically Jurastyle houses distinguished by particularly
broad roofs partially covered with roof
tiles and partly with corrugated iron
sheets. The centre of the village is located
on the alluvial cone of the Lionne River, at
the very spot where the monastery once
stood. The village is dominated by an imposing gothic bell tower, the most important remnant of the monastery. Inside the
church itself, built in 1865, a scale model
serves to help visitors imagine the heyday of the monastery. The fires of 1680,

Brenet Lake, where they installed a threshing

or swords. Ten years previously, pierre golaz,

1933, and 1966 spared only the Aymon

machine, several watermills, and sawmills.

who hailed form Vevey, had attempted to

tower. The subsequent construction of a

The Rochats remained loyal to the valley and

found a mechanical workshop near the mon-

late gothic-style arch near the church was

were so prolific that 500 years later, a special

astery by using the energy supplied by the

decided upon as a way of celebrating the

celebration held on the day of his birthday

artificial pool. Nonetheless, it did not provide

400th anniversary of the village’s inde-

enabled 2000 of Vinet’s descendents to meet

sufficient energy to ensure the success of

pendence, in 1971. In the locality known

up in the village of L’Abbaye.

the venture. Historians have also discovered

as Le Moulin, on the banks of the Lionne,

On April 2nd, 1492, the abbot Jean de

vestiges of a leather tannery and a glass-

stood the watermills owned by the Ro-

Tornafol signed a degree appointing Hum-

works, although they cannot be precisely

chat and Berthet families – the latter of

bert Berthet and his three sons as “aber-

dated. From the 15th century onwards, when

which subsequently adopted the name

gataires” of the monastery. This meant grant-

the extraction of iron ore began in Le pont,

ing them possession of the land they

blacksmith’s forges sprung up as fast as

Berney. The two sawmills in L’Abbaye
still belong to the same family.

had farmed after a set period.

mushrooms in the majestic Risoud Forest.

They also gained the right

The strictly regulated daily schedule of the

to operate watermills

monks from the abbey had doubtless instilled

on the banks of the

a love of precision into the mindset of the

Lionne River in order

combiers. Like the Rochat or Berthet (future

to polish stones

Berney) families, the many newcomers who

and sharpen axes

worked for the monastery had to comply
with the daily times of prayer. When the bell
rang, the White canons left their tasks and
hastened towards the church. The sound carried a long way and the inhabitants of the
surrounding region therefore became accustomed to an artificial division of time in which
the revolutions of the stars no longer played
such a decisive role. Vigils and vespers were
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The local population showed no opposition to the
Reform introduced to the valley by the Bernese.
They were happy to be at last released from the
heavy taxes levied by the monastery, of which
the only remains are the stately tower and the arch
of the cloister, which was subsequently rebuilt.
They have now become the emblems of L’Abbaye.

held in both winter and summer, whether it
was daytime or already dark. The same went
for the pilgrims, who often travelled from
one monastery to another and complied with
their schedules.
The Premonstratensians bequeathed another talent to the Combiers – namely a passion for technical innovations. And also perhaps the ability to stay seated for many long
hours, silently immersed in the meticulous
execution of a task, with their backs turned to
the hustle and bustle of the outside world.
The history of the lakeside abbey was not
always smooth, instead alternating between
good times and tougher periods. The monastery experienced its toughest financial and
moral crisis in the early 14th century, after a
long period of prosperity. It was in debt to the
point that it soon could not even supply the
daily needs of the canons, who found themselves obliged to step out of their habits in
order to beg. Still other misfortunes struck the
abbey during this period: in 1336, with the
help of his accomplice Perrod from le Lieu, the
prior of the monastery attempted to poison
Abbot Humbert, who had just been elected.
The attempted assassination was foiled and
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The inventors of time

T

he monks and nuns strictly observed the prescribed
prayer times. While peasants formerly used to order

their day according to the crowing of the rooster at dawn,
the path of the sun, mealtimes, and seasons, in monasteries
it was governed hour after hour by the religious services,
from matins through to complines. Respect for these demands called for accurate timekeepers, since the Benedictine Rule tolerated no lateness: “By day and night, it is the
abbot’s responsibility to announce the time of the divine
service. He accomplishes this task in person or entrusts it to
a conscientious brother in order to ensure that everything
takes place in due time.”
To begin with, the daily life in the monastery was regulated by candles, which burned down in a given period of
time, by clepsydras, hourglasses, and sundials, as well as by

A 17th century compass maker with three foldable
ivory sundials and an hourglass.

observing the night sky. It seems quite clear that religious
figures made a significant contribution to the invention of

the guilty parties were brought before the

the mechanical clock. In around 1060, Abbot Wilhelm von

Premonstratensian court. A few years later,

Hirsau, of the Saint-Emmeram monastery in Regensburg,

blood was nonetheless spilled when, exasper-

built an astronomical observation instrument. Their contem-

ated by the heavy taxes and duties, the villages

plation of the stars incited scholarly medieval monks to build

of Le Lieu staged a revolt in 1488 and tried to

various measuring instruments that were used by cartogra-

make the abbot listen to reason through vio-

phers and sailors. By around 1300, the clergy publicly ap-

lence. While he escaped with his life, the cler-

pealed for a mastery of time, in a period when the first bell

gyman nonetheless had to reduce his claims

towers were equipped with weight or wheel-driven clocks.

from 1000 to 38 pounds. Louis de Sénarclens

During the first half of the 14th century, Richard of Walling-

guided the fortunes of the abbey for almost

ford, the abbot of St Albans in the County of Hertfordshire,

30 years, during which the plague struck the

devoted so much time and money to making a complex

religious community twice, in 1348/1349 and

astronomical clock that he was severely admonished for it,

in 1360. One August night in 1364, men from

even by the brothers who owed him obedience. Originally

Romainmôtier attacked the religious fortress

developed to discipline monks and nuns who were not on

and severely molested the monks.

time, the clocks that appeared in the 14th century ended up

The incursion of the Bernese onto Vaudois

having a profound influence on the existence of the entire

territory in 1536 sealed the fate of the Premon-

population.

stratensians of the Joux Valley. Their end was
anything but glorious, since Claude Pollens,
the last abbot, converted to the Protestant faith
and gave up the monastery in exchange for a
pension of 100 florins, four cartloads of wine,
and the Cuarnens barn house. All that is left of
the Premonstratensians’ grand estate is a gate

The monks of Le Lieu and L’Abbaye begin clearing the land in the Vallée
de Joux, a task faithfully pursued by the Combiers, as the local population
became known. This alliance between man and nature has given rise to a
unique landscape that has remained close to its natural state and features
a melancholic charm that is particularly potent in autumn.

topped by the date of 1637. And as for the last
abbot, he ended up marrying the nun known
as Michière, daughter of Michel de Savoie, the
former prior of Romainmôtier. 

n
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Biking
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PEDDLING A BIKE THROUGH THE VINEYARDS IS ONE OF LIFE‘S GREAT UPLIFTING EXPERIENCES.
EVEN MORE SO WHEN IT IS IN FRANCE‘S BURGUNDY REGION IN THE FALL.

De vine

TEXT AND PHOTOS By Jeffrey S. Kingston
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in the foreground, the village square fountain of
Meursault. in the background, the Hotel de Ville
of Meursault with its tile roof decorated in the
style of the region.
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A gradual decent on the bike road leading from
Beaune into the village of Pommard.

i

t is certain that neither scientific savants

after wines in all the world. recognising these

the bike shop, Bourgogne randonnées,

nor the personal trainer set will back me

virtues, numerous tour companies offer turn-

part of tours operator Detours in France, sits

up on this, but there is mysterious energy

key trips in Burgundy. Sign up for one of

in the Quartier de la Gare (walking distance

that emanates from vineyards that inspires

these, turn off your brain, and relax, fully cos-

from the railway station). the bicycles are im-

all but the most sedentary members of the

seted and comforted, leaving it with others to

peccably maintained and offered with a small

couch potato set to mount a bike for a ride –

attend to every detail from food, to lodging,

saddlebag, lock, and, vitally important, a

unthinkable in other environs – and, the

to bikes, and even to a sag wagon, should

safety helmet. this is not a shop, however, to

toned, athletic hard bodies, to push to Lance

the trail through the vineyards somehow fail

grab-the-bike-swipe-the-credit-card-sprint-

armstrong heights. But it is not just an urge

to work its usual magic on energy level.

out-the-door, for such breathless type-a

to exercise that makes this phenomenon so

On the other hand, if you are given to more

behaviour would completely miss the charm

special – if so, it would merely be a vinous

hands-on independent tourism, Burgundy is

of the proprietor, Florent Leroux. Of course,

version of a jazzercise “buns of steel” video

a planner’s dream for self-organisation of a

he is delighted to dispense freely a wealth of

– there is at the same time a soothing of soul

biking stay. First, there is such a rich assort-

advice on the usual bike shop subjects such as

as the vines glide and flow by on the ride.

ment of possible itineraries that, instead of

counselling on routes, marking up maps,

Finding few outdoor activities as fulfilling as

the biking equivalent of forced marches every

spotlighting points of interest. But that is only

a bike ride in the vineyards, i have sought

day leading to a new destination and the

part of what he offers. this is France, after all,

out wine roads to ride all over the world, in

headache of either packing one’s belongings

and his imparting of local knowledge always

Umbria, in alsace, in napa, in the vaud, but

on the bike or logistical complication of

includes an abundance of food advice. a

above all in Burgundy.

organising a car to speed them ahead to the

picnique planned? then jambon persillée

everything comes together for biking in

next distant hotel, Burgundy invites the bik-

becomes a must and out comes the address

Burgundy – roads essentially devoid of traf-

ing visitor to stay in one place and take a

for the best traiteur in Beaune, as well, of

fic; itineraries of every variety: flat, hilly, short,

different ride every day. no groaningly heavy

course, the similarly not-to-be-overlooked,

long; a non-stop procession of villages and

saddlebags. no need to hire a van driver.

best fromagerie (and please, of course, don’t

vineyards whose names are celebrated world-

Second, and certainly not to be overlooked,

forget to ask for the Citeaux, an unctuous

wide; inspired food at all price points; strate-

a first-class bike-rental shop is strategically

cheese from the abbaye just east of vougeot),

gically located rest stops and picnic locations;

located in Beaune, the geographical centre

best boulangerie and best pâtisserie. and

and, of course, some of the most rare, sought-

point for the vineyard rides.

as no civilised ride should be bereft of an
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Proprietors often mark their vineyards. This is
the Clos des Perrières, one of the most exclusive
vineyards in Meursault, owned by Domaine
Albert Grivault.
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NO RIDE WOULD BE COMPLETE WITHOUT A PICNIC. JAMBON
PERSEILLE, CELERY ROOT SALAD, A BAGUETTE, A WEDGE OF
CITEAUX CHEESE ...

afternoon pick-me-up snack, sage advice

ample opportunities for rest stops and a well-

on where to find that special Burgundian

timed citron pressé, followed by a magnifi-

delight pain d’épice (but be warned, the best

cent dinner (well-earned). For those new to

pain d’épice in the region requires an arduous

the region, there are two itineraries that qual-

climb into the hills towering above Nuits-

ify as “musts”: one to the south of Beaune

Saint-Georges – on the other hand, we over-

and one to the north. Done as one day-ride

flowed both our saddlebags once there).

each, they traverse the most important and

Restaurant tips instead? No problem: this is a

famous Burgundy villages and vineyards.

bike shop completely plugged into the restaurant scene, down to the comings and goings

The southern ride

of each chef. Bringing a day spent huffing on

Logistically, this is the easier of the two,

a bike to a perfect conclusion with a well-

because no car need ever be considered.

cooked meal is a matter of vital importance

Leaving Bourgogne Randonnées, cross the

and M. Leroux’s advice and local lore, always

interior ring road, traverse the remparts and

earnestly communicated, is something never,

enter the pedestrian centre of Beaune. That

never, never to be missed.

puts toutes les bonnes adresses at your

So the formula for perfect bicycle days in

fingertips – for, baguettes, cheese, charcuter-

Burgundy is: a bicycle pick-up in the morning,

ies, pastries, wine (if you are inclined to ped-

immediate errand into the heart of Beaune

dle and drink). From the centre, presumably

for picnic provisions, invigorating ride with

now well-provisioned, continue across to the
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THE SOUTHERN RIDE IS A PRIMER FOR THE BEST PARTS OF THE
COTE DE BEAUNE.

opposite side of the interior ring. Follow the

out of the village of Puligny, where it joins

ring counterclockwise to the D970 marked

the road running from Meursault to Chassa-

“Auxerre” and from there proceed until

gne. The only grand cru vineyards on this ride

reaching the first traffic light (which is just

are found in the Puligny-Montrachet appella-

past the Lycée Viticole). At your left will be a

tion. All are clustered around the granddaddy

small road, rue de Sceaux, marking the be-

of them all: Le Montrachet. “If you got it,

ginning of a bike trail that continues for more

flaunt it” seems to be the rule, so many of the

than 20 km to Santenay. Every intersection is

domains with holdings in Le Montrachet have

marked, making it easy to stay on course.

erected monuments to themselves in the

Best of all, the entire route is paved and

form of gates, arches, posts, grills, or elabo-

essentially devoid of traffic.

rately carved signs broadcasting their member-

This ride is a primer for the best parts of

ship in the exclusive Montrachet club. Simi-

southern the Côte de Beaune. In order, you will

larly, Chevalier Montrachet, just up the hill

pass through Pommard, Volnay, Meursault,

(and only a trifle lower in status), boasts owner-

Puligny Montrachet, Chassagne Montrachet,

ship edifices almost as grand. The other grand

and, finally, Santenay. There are a few very

cru vineyards – Bâtard-Montrachet Bienvenues-

slight climbs around Volnay and Meursault,

Bâtard-Montrachet and Criots-Bâtard-Mon-

but the route otherwise is essentially flat.

trachet, all of which lie on the other side of the

Unfortunately, the vineyard markings are

road from Le Montrachet – have markings as

sparse. Keep your eyes peeled for the silver

well, but you have to keep your eyes peeled

shields marking the vineyards belonging to

to find them, as they, for the most part, are

the Hospice de Beaune. These are parcels

simply understated stone signs appended to

given to the charity hospital by donors whose

the outer stone wall of the vineyard.

names for evermore are appended to the

Premier cru vineyards or villages vineyards

wines made from the donation. For most of

throughout the ride are largely unmarked,

the ride, only the most prestigious vineyards

the exceptions being ad hoc signage placed

will be marked.

by a domain with a fractional holding. Highly

Of course, no vineyard in the Côte de

recommended would be the purchase of a

Beaune is more prestigious than Le Montra-

detailed map laying out the vineyard plans –

chet, which lies just at the stop sign leading

particularly if your mission on the ride is to
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A lovely descent into Pommard from the direction
of Volnay. Beaune lies in the distance.

Bike paths are wellmarked with arrows.

improve your geographical understanding of

offers, as well, the perfect stop for a citron

-the region. Burgundy is admittedly a mud-

pressé. The hotel Le Montrachet has a private

dle for many, a confounding mix of names.

back patio where you can practice the classic

However, this ride does stitch together a pro-

French mixing ritual to get the sugar/ice/wa-

gression of the most important white bur-

ter/fresh-squeezed lemon juice combination

gundy vineyards and, given a slow pace and

to that studied point of perfection.

accompanied by a vineyard map, it at least

There are three prime wine-tasting venues

unscrambles a bit the relationship of one

on the ride. First there are matters of local

appellation to another.

custom to understand. Burgundy is not Bor-

Although the ride is hardly of punishing

deaux and definitely not Napa. Quantities

length, a few well-placed stops recommend

produced by each domain are miniscule, bet-

themselves. For the picnic, nothing beats the

ter said, nano quantities on the world wine

village square of Volnay. Not only does it of-

scene. A few numbers make the point. Some

fer shade and tables, but it has a command-

Napa wineries produce in excess of 250,000

ing view down the hill of two of the most

cases per year; top châteaux in Bordeaux pro-

revered vineyards in the appellation, La

duce less than a tenth of that: 20,000 cases

Bousse d’Or and Taillepieds. An alternative,

per year; many Burgundy domains, although

a little further down the road, is the village

making wines from many appellations in the

square of Puligny-Montrachet. There are

region, may produce as little as one or two

benches and there is abundant shade. Puligny

barrels of a particular wine per year (each
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Left above: perhaps not for everyone, jellied pigs
ear in the window. Left below: the grand cru
vineyard of Corton Renardes in the autumn. At
right, the Clos de la Pucelle vineyard, one of the
finest premier crus of Puligny-Montrachet.

ON THE NORTHERN RIDE ONE
PASSES THROUGH VOSNEROMANÉE, WHICH ABOUNDS
WITH WINE LOVERS SACRED
GROUND.

barrel produces 25 cases). So whereas in

has an interesting range of wines available

Napa visitors can pop in and taste anything –

to taste. Each Caveau, which specialises in

what are a few bottles sent to the tasting

wines from Chassagne, is a first-rate shop for

room on a total production of more than a

sampling that appellation. The Château de

million bottles – not so in the Côte d’Or. Even

Meursault offers an excellent range of

if you can find someone at home at the best

Domaine Meursaults to taste.

domains – which without an appointment

If you are a truly inspired rider, there is an

would be rare – unless you are capable of

alternative to the “up and back” version of this

heroic feats of hypnotism or posses remark-

route. From Pommard, climb out of the village

ably dazzling charm, it is all but certain that

on the D17 towards Orches, then along the

the corks will remain firmly in place and the

cliffs to La Rochepot. There is heavy climbing

barrels tightly sealed, and all you will learn

involved, but both the jagged cliffs of Orches

from the visit is how perfectly composed the

and the views are ample reward. The Château

French can be when saying “non”. So tasting

de la Rochepot merits a full tour, which takes

must be done in other places. Three to rec-

about an hour. To cover all of the vineyards, be

ommend are Wallerand, just off the village

sure to take the descent via the N6, which will

square in Puligny, the Caveau Cooperatives in

deposit you at the border between Puligny-

the centre of Chassagne (there are two

Montrachet

actually), and the Château de Meursault.

(there is another descent that forks off and

Wallerand is a master sommelier who always

ends just outside of Meursault, which would

and

Chassagne-Montrachet
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cause you to miss Puligny and Chassagne).

take the train from Beaune to Nuits-Saint-

of Chambolle-Musigny, Morey-Saint-Denis,

From there the bicycle path leads back

Georges, or place the bikes in a car and drive

Gevery-Chambertin, and Fixin.

through the vineyards to Beaune.

to Nuits St. George. I have done both the ex-

Vosne-Romanée abounds with wine lovers

tra-long ride and auto transport and have

sacred ground. One enters the village square

The northern ride

grown to favour the latter, as the weaving

passing by one of the seldom-sung heroes of

The southern ride highlighted a good part of

through small roads to the east offers good

Vosne-Romanée wines, Clos de Réas, a pre-

the Côte de Beaune (omitted was the portion

exercise, certainly, but not a lot in the way of

mier cru that never disappoints and that is

lying between Aloxe-Corton and Beaune).

inspiring surroundings.

now made by Michel Gros, son of the former

The northern ride is dedicated to the heart of

The “touristy” part of the northern ride

mayor of the village. Exit the back end of the

the Côte de Nuits – the other half of the

begins, just north of the centre of Nuits

square up to the right where the road inter-

Côte d’Or.

St. George in a car park opposite the ceme-

sects a road whose name always raises the

Here there is a choice to be made. The

tery on D25 (at the intersection of rue Char-

pulse: rue de la Tâche. At its end, a left turn

most important vineyards in the Côtes de

mottes). From there, follow rue Charmottes

leads right to the revered La Romanée-Conti

Nuits begin in Nuits-Saint-Georges and, from

towards the vineyards, keeping your eyes

vineyard.

there, run north to Fixin. Trouble is that

peeled for the first road into the vineyards.

Here is the perfect place for a picnic, even

Nuits St. George is a full 22 kilometres from

This will place you in the midst of villa-

in full sun. La Romanée-Conti is arguably

Beaune. The most direct road, D974, is not

ges rated Nuits-Saint-Georges vineyards

the most sought-after red wine in the world

recommended for riding as it is very heavily

headed straight towards the village of Vosne-

– with prices to match. Even if you are not

trafficked. That leaves three alternatives:

Romanée. In order, you will pass Vosne-Ro-

given to indulging in bottles of La Romanée-

either take back roads to the east of D974,

manée to the Clos de Vougeot, and villages

Conti, whose prices begin at $2000, and
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nOrtHern riDe

tHe BULK OF tHe nOrtHern riDe iS On “La rOUte DeS GranDS
CrUS“, aPtLY naMeD aS it FOLLOWS aLOnGSiDe a DiZZYinG SMOrGaSBOarD OF CHeeK tO JOWL GranD CrU vineYarDS.

At left: the Morey St. Denis vineyard of Clos de tart, distinctive because its rows run north-south rather
than east-west.

from there head to the stratosphere, you

the right front La tâche. the spot gener-

can derive subtle pleasures lingering at the

ates the same frissons as rubbing shoulders

site. So while popping the cork requires a

with royalty. as famed wine critic and writ-

consultation with your banker, a picnic

er Hugh Johnson once remarked: “there are

while sitting on the wall is free. this prized

no common wines in vosne-romanée.”

perch offers a 360-degree panorama of the

there are few drops in the loftiness of the

most holy names in wine: La romanée-

neighbourhood as one continues north.

Conti behind; to the far left behind riche-

From this point, the road is aptly named “La

bourg; in front romanée-Saint-vivant; to

Route des Grands Crus”, and that’s what it
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offers: a dizzying smorgasbord of cheek to

their celebrations, offers a pleasant 40-

jowl grand cru vineyards, one after another.

minute interlude at this mid-ride point.

A delightful interlude in this parade of

The perfect refreshment stop is in the cen-

famous vineyard names is itself a revered

tral village square of Morey-Saint-Denis. Here

name: the Château de Clos de Vougeot, which

the visual to accompany a cold drink is the

lies at the border of the Clos de Vougeot

ballet of cars from outside the region slowly

vineyard, near the corner adjoining the

navigating their way along the Route des

commencement of Le Musigny. This ancient

Grand Crus: Swiss, Germans, Belgians,

château is a Cistercian grangie (farm estate)

Dutch, Italians, even occasional British, all

of the Abbaye de Citeaux, located 20 kilo-

trolling by while searching for wine.

metres to the east. Between the two abbeys,

There are a variety of tasting opportunities

the monks ably attended to two essentials for

on this ride. In Gevrey there are two recom-

life – wine at the Château de Clos de Vougeot

mended: Domaine Philippe Leclerc (slight

and cheese at the Abbaye de Citeaux (and

charge but excellent wine) and Domaine

cheese by that name, seldom found outside

Rossignol-Trapet (also excellent wine). In

of Burgundy, is a must for any stay in the

Vougeot, there are Domaine Bertagna,

region). A self-guided tour of the château,

located in the village along the D974 (again

which offers glimpses of ancient wine mak-

excellent wine), and Château Latour, near

ing apparatuses and of the room where the

the château (slight charge). In Chambolle

Chevaliers de la Confrérie de Tastevins hold

Musigy, there is Château André Ziltener,

Above left: a picnic spot at Romanée-Conti; the
wines may be priced beyond reach, but a picnic is
free. Above right: the back side of the Château
de Clos de Vougeot.
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BY NO MEANS ARE THESE THE
ONLY ENTERTAINING ITINERARIES
IN THE REGION. THERE ARE
FASCINATING RIDES IN MULTIPLE
DIRECTIONS RADIATING OUT
FROM THE CENTRE POINT OF
BEAUNE.

which offers tastings at the hotel (they have

car park. A word of caution, however: the

both a hotel and a wine domaine).

identification of roads is maddeningly diffi-

The turnaround point is discretionary. Once

cult, and more than once we have found

through the village of Gevrey-Chambertin,

ourselves zigging back and forth, certain

the best of vineyard sightseeing is over. The

that we never were going to emerge from

road does continue north through Fixin: an

these hilltop forests back to the comforts of

often overlooked bargain appellation. From

the vineyards.

there, the drop-off in appeal is profound, as

By no means are these rides the only enter-

the suburban sprawl of Dijon soon makes its

taining itineraries in the region. There are

presence known.

fascinating rides around Aloxe-Corton and

Gevrey also is home to the 11th century

Savigny-lés-Beaune and from there heading

Clunisian Château de Gevery-Chambertin.

towards Bouilland (and thence up into the

Both tours and wine tastings are offered.

hills) and, much further south, on the Voie

An alternative to simply reversing field at

Verte, paved-over railway tracks, completely

Gevrey or Fixin is to climb the hill to the west

devoid of cars, and stretching endlessly

heading to Chambœuf. There is an enter-

south towards Le Creusot. 

taining, but challenging to navigate, route
that winds through the high hills and
descends back down either to the north of
Vosne-Romanée or to the Nuits-Saint-Georges

n



SHORT TAKES FROM THE BLANCPAIN NEWSWIRE

O

ne of the gems of China’s capital city,
Beijing, is the Forbidden City. It is the

largest palace in the world and considered by
many to be the most splendid. Historically,
the Forbidden City was the royal palace for
the Ming and Qing dynasties. Now, however,
the Forbidden City has a different role to play,
for it is home to one of the world’s grand museums. And within this sprawling compound,
covering a space of over 160,000 square metres, over a million treasures and works of art
Blancpain Vice President André Meier presents the Quiankun Carrousel to the Honorable Li Ji,
Chinese Vice Minister of Culture, as this unique Blancpain piece is placed into the Forbidden
City‘s permanent collection.

have been placed on display. Like the Louvre,
the British Museum, and the Metropolitan
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A limited edition of one,
the Qiankun Carrousel.

A Place of Honour In The Forbidden City
Museum of Art, the Forbidden City is a refer-

their selections for the museum’s permanent

A Blancpain timepiece becomes no less

ence point for chronicling centuries of man-

collection. Works of art and crafts are scru-

than the first and only modern wrist watch

kind’s greatest artistic achievements. So it is

pulously evaluated to determine their artistic

to be made part of the Forbidden City’s col-

not surprising that the Forbidden City attracts

and historic importance. Only the finest and

lection.

over eight million visitors a year.

most significant pieces are made part of the

A fixture of the museum is the Hall of

permanent collection.

It is only fitting for the first modern wrist
watch to be recognised for the museum’s

Clocks and Watches, which houses a collec-

It was, therefore, an immense honour that

collection, that Blancpain has created a

tion of over 1000 mechanical timepieces

a Blancpain timepiece was chosen by the

unique piece version of its Carrousel. The

from the 18th century. Until now, not a single

museum’s curators to become part of the

Blancpain Carrousel is itself a groundbreak-

modern wrist watch has been part of this im-

Forbidden City’s Hall of Clocks and Watches

ing and historic timepiece. When it debuted

posing chronicle of time.

permanent collection. Many different Swiss

on the world’s watch stage at the Basel fair

The curators of the Forbidden City are ex-

brands proposed themselves as candidates

in 2008, the Blancpain Carrousel garnered a

traordinarily rigorous and discriminating in

before the selection of Blancpain was made.

host of world firsts: the first flying carrousel,
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the first flying carrousel in a wrist watch, the

fashioned in white gold with a distinctive,

first one-minute carrousel, and the first

partially opened opaline dial and a hand-

carrousel ever to achieve a 100-hour power

carved winding rotor bearing the image of

reserve. Two years later, no other wrist watch

the Forbidden City. Above the image of the

can claim to have matched any of these

Forbidden City, the historical junction be-

horological achievements.

tween Blancpain and China is commemorat-

The Forbidden City’s unique piece version
of the Blancpain Carrousel is named the

ed with the inscriptions of the date 1735 and
the name of Emperor Qianlong.

Qiankun Carrousel in recognition of a star-

To mark the entry of the Blancpain Qiankun

tling coincidence of history. 1735, the year

Carrousel into the Forbidden City Museum,

Blancpain was founded, securing its place as

Blancpain Vice President André Meier joined

the world’s oldest watch brand, is the same

the Honourable Li Ji, the Chinese Vice Minis-

year Chinese Emperor Qianlong was coro-

ter of Culture and President of the Museum,

nated. The Blancpain Qiankun Carrousel is

for the handover ceremony.
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